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ABSTRACT 
 
Native electrospray ionization ion mobility mass spectrometry (ESI-IM-MS) 
allows for the investigation of complex heterogeneous mixtures of intact biomolecules 
according to their mass, charge, and size, which can provide unique insight into higher 
order protein structure (i.e. tertiary, quaternary, etc.), solution-phase perturbations, and 
dynamics. However, this method is more of a “coarse-grained” approach providing 
relative size information rather than more detailed characterization of local structures. 
Here we demonstrate the use of the complementary technique collision induced 
unfolding (CIU) for the characterization of noncovalent intra/intermolecular interactions 
of the model protein ubiquitin (Ubq), its bioactive oligomers, and the effect of chloride 
adduction on conformational preference. 
Ubq is a relatively small protein that participates in a wide-array of bioactivities 
as defined by the ability to form a variety of oligomeric states. A key facet to the 
quaternary structure and thus function of Ubq oligomers is the site of covalent-linkage 
between the subunits. Here we present the investigation of the recently reported non-
covalent homodimer of Ubq (ncUbq) and four diubiquitin (diUbq) molecules covalently-
linked through different lysine side-chains. Despite that each covalent-linkage site 
induces distinct conformational preferences owing to steric hindrance induced by the 
covalent tether, ESI-IM-MS lacks sufficient resolution to differentiate these conformers; 
however, the CIU fingerprints of each are distinctly different. Furthermore, the CIU 
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fingerprint of ncUbq suggests a high degree of conformational similarity to diUbq 
covalently linked through K48.  
ESI-IM-MS is an inherently gas-phase technique, raising the question: How 
much does the solvent-free ion resemble the solution-phase structure of the analyte, and 
under what conditions might this structure be preserved? Here, using ESI-IM-MS and 
CIU, we provide evidence that chloride adduction to Ubq results in gas-phase 
stabilization of a more compact conformer; furthermore, the more compact conformers 
of chloride adducted K48-linked diUbq ions demonstrate gas-phase unfolding patterns 
characteristic of the “native-like” structure reported in the previous sections. Thus we 
present evidence that chloride adduction to Ubq and K48-linked diUbq ions results in the 
gas-phase stabilization of the “native-like” conformation of the analyte ion and inducing 
additional resistance to gas-phase unfolding. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Understanding protein higher order structure and interfacial interactions is crucial 
to understanding protein binding motifs, i.e. an interactome, in order to better understand 
their diverse cellular function. Rough estimates for protein binding in the yeast cell 
suggest that the average protein participates in as few as three to as many as ten 
interactions with different binding partners.1 Due to the complex, dynamic and often 
transient nature of quaternary and quinary structures, characterization of an interactome 
is particularly challenging. X-ray crystallography is an excellent structural analysis 
technique capable of atomistic detail; however, the ability to crystallize dynamic 
proteins/protein complexes with a high degree of conformational entropy in a well-
ordered crystal is no simple feat. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is 
similarly capable of high resolution structural analysis and relaxation measurements; 
however, the deconvolution of complex conformational mixtures and relaxation results 
is an ongoing investigation often requiring the use of computational deconvolution 
methods.2-4  
With the advent of soft ionization techniques, i.e. matrix assisted laser desorption 
ionization (MALDI) and electrospray ionization (ESI), mass spectrometry (MS) has 
evolved to become an excellent complementary technique for evaluation of structural 
biology. In particular, ESI-MS allows for the characterization of complex mixtures of 
intact proteins/protein complexes retaining “native” or “native-like” noncovalent 
interactions with high sensitivity.5-9 Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is a gas-phase 
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electrophoretic separation technique that separates ions on the basis of their ion-neutral 
collision cross sections (CCS) which correlates to the ion’s three-dimensional structure. 
The integration of IMS with ESI-MS has yielded a symbiotic relationship capable of 
complex conformational analyses of heterogeneous mixtures of ions; consequently, ESI-
IM-MS is exceptionally useful for evaluation of heterogeneous populations of tertiary 
and quaternary structures. However, IM-MS CCS values are essentially a “coarse-
grained” approach providing only a rough measurement of overall size.10 In an effort to 
circumvent this issue, molecular dynamics simulations (MDS) have proven an effective 
complementary technique to IM-MS experiments yielding more atomistic detail.11-13 In 
addition, techniques such as chemical footprinting, hydrogen-deuterium exchange 
(HDX), tandem MS, and collisional activation techniques can be used to extract more 
detail. More recently, new applications of gas-phase activation methods have been 
applied to the characterization of complex quaternary structure, such as surface induced 
dissociation and collision induced unfolding (CIU).6, 9, 14-15 In particular, CIU has been 
applied to examine differences in protein complex interfaces, intramolecular 
interactions, and lipid and anion binding induced stabilization.7, 15-21 CIU is the stepwise 
increase in the internal energy of the ion through collisional activation with a buffer gas 
and subsequent structural analysis using IM-MS. As such, CIU results in a gas-phase 
unfolding fingerprint that is often unique and representative of the ion’s noncovalent 
interactions (See for Figure 1.1 an example compilation of a CIU heat map from 
individual IMS CCS profiles.)  
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Figure 1.1. Example compilation of a CIU heat map from raw CCS profiles acquired 
using different collision energies (K48-[diUbq + 9H]9+ from water/0.1% formic acid). 
 
Overall, each analytical technique has strengths and limitations; therefore, a more 
complete analysis of protein structure and characterization of protein-protein dynamic 
interactions can be achieved when analytical information is drawn from a variety of 
sources. For example, recently a hybrid x-ray crystallography and NMR relaxation 
analysis was demonstrated to provide a more complete analysis of protein dynamics.22 
An additional study utilized x-ray crystallography, NMR, IM-MS, and CIU analyses to 
study the conformational dynamics of a labile protein upon ligand binding.23 Here we 
demonstrate the complementarity of ESI-IM-MS in conjunction with CIU experiments 
for the analysis of a model protein and its conformationally dynamic oligomeric states 
previously studied using NMR and x-ray crystallography. 
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Ubiquitin (Ubq) is a highly conserved, 76 amino acid protein that is expressed in 
all eukaryotic cells with little structural deviation. The structure of Ubq has been well 
characterized using X-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy; 
the monomeric form of Ubq occupies a stable β-grasp fold structure in aqueous solutions 
over a pH range of 1.2 to 8.4 (See Figure 1.2 for the x-ray crystal structure of Ubq).24-25 
The surface of Ubq is peppered with acidic and basic residues (thirteen of each) and two  
 
 
Figure 1.2. Two representations of the PDB structure of Ubq (1UBQ) as determined by 
x-ray crystallography.  (A) illustrates β-grasp fold structure observed of Ubq where 
helices and the β-sheet are shown in blue and red, respectively. (B) shows the locations 
of the hydrophobic patches (I44 and I36 are shown as orange and green, respectively) 
and all acidic (red) and basic (basic) residues. Note that the most common sites of 
covalent linkage are denoted. 
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hydrophobic surfaces. The I44 hydrophobic patch consists of L8, I44, and V70, and the 
I36 hydrophobic patch consists of I36, L71, and L73.26-27 Low charge states of Ubq ions 
analyzed by ESI-IM-MS are well reported to have CCS values similar to that calculated 
for the native-fold in solution.28-30 However, the more biologically relevant forms of Ubq 
are its oligomeric forms. 
Polyubiquitylation is a post-translational modification wherein a chain of Ubq 
subunits is covalently linked to a substrate protein through an isopeptide bond between 
the C-terminus and a substrate amino group. These chains range in length from two 
moieties to more than ten via sequential C-terminus - amine isopeptide bonds.27 Due to 
the presence of eight amino groups in Ubq (the N-terminus and seven lysine side-
chains), polyubiquitin chains (polyUbq) populate a diverse array of homogeneous, 
mixed, and branched oligomers, each resulting in a unique tag encrypting diverse 
biological function. Interestingly, the structure of each subunit in a polyUbq chain 
differs little from that of monoUbq; in particular, both hydrophobic patches are 
preserved and often participate in interfacial interactions between the covalently linked 
subunits or as part of a binding motif.26, 31-35 However, the location of the covalent 
linkage results in unique conformational preferences, associated binding motifs, and 
function.27, 36-40  
For example, K48-linked tetraUbq performs the most well-known Ubq function 
as the tag for proteosomal degradation of a misfolded protein or an antigen in the 26S 
proteosome complex.36, 41-42 Other chains propagating through alternative linkage types 
may protect the tagged substrates from proteosomal degradation, but also produces 
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alternative functions.27, 43-44 For example, K63-linked polyUbq is implicated in several 
biological functionalities including DNA repair,45-46 inflammation,47 immune response,41 
cellular trafficking,45 and antiviral response.48 K11-linked polyUbq is involved in the 
regulation of cell division and mitosis.32 K6-linked polyUbq chains linked to the parkin 
protein are associated with the regulation of mitophagy.49 Due to the diverse biological 
functionality encoded by polyubiquitination, this single post-translational modification 
has been implicated in a variety of medical conditions: dysfunction of the ubiquitin-
proteasome pathway is reportedly involved in the pathogenesis of Parkinson’s, 
Huntington’s, and Alzheimer’s diseases,50-51 and K48- and K63-linked polyUbq 
molecules are involved in the oncogenesis of several cancers making them targets for 
cancer therapy research.52 Consequently, a better understanding of the unique 
conformational preferences and induced binding domains defined by the covalent-
linkage could improve understanding of a variety of biological processes and aid in 
targeted potential applications. 
Diubiquitin (diUbq) molecules provide a means to directly probe the structural 
propensities and interfacial interactions characteristic of each covalent linkage site. 
Many structures of various diUbq molecules have been previously reported using NMR 
and x-ray crystallography. K48-linked diUbq reportedly occupies a “closed” structure 
stabilized through I44/I44 hydrophobic interfacial interactions (See Figure 1.3A).37  
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Figure 1.3. PDB reported structures for (A and B) K48- and (C) K63-linked diUbq, 
illustrating the different noncovalent interactions responsible for dimer conformational 
preference. K48-linked diUbq is shown as a “closed” conformation with I44/I44 
hydrophobic patch interaction (A, PDB 2PEA) and an “open” conformation with 
electrostatic interactions (B, PDB 3NS8). K63-linked diUbq is shown with an “open” 
conformation (C, PDB 2JF5). Note residues are color coded as (blue) basic, (red) acidic, 
(purple) glutamine and asparagine, (orange) I44 hydrophobic patch, and (green) I36 
hydrophobic patch. The calculated CCS values for each are 1780 Å2, 1816 Å2, and 2086 
Å2 (A-C, respectively). Reprinted with permission from 97. 
 
Under more acidic conditions, R42 and R72 located in close proximity to the I44 
patch are more likely to be protonated which results in coulombic repulsion. This added 
destabilization induces the preference for electrostatic interfacial interactions, exposing 
the I44 patches to the solvent for potential binding in an “open” conformation (Figure 
1.3B).34, 53 K63-linked diUbq will not form hydrophobic patch interactions due to the 
steric hindrance induced by the covalent tether; note that K63 is near the N-terminus 
whereas the hydrophobic patches are near the C-terminus. Consequently, K63-linked 
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diUbq reportedly adopts an extended “open” conformation (Figure 1.3C) or “closed” 
conformations stabilized by electrostatic interfacial interactions.38, 40, 54-55 The structural 
preferences of K6- and K11-linked diUbq molecules are less well understood. Two 
distinct structures for K11-linked diUbq are reported under physiological conditions – 
one of which adopts I36/I36 hydrophobic interactions and the other is stabilized via 
electrostatic interactions.32, 56-57 A single crystal structure for K6-linked diUbq adopting 
I36/I44 interfacial interactions has been reported.58 More recent NMR and small angle 
neutron scattering (SANS) results have reported that a single structure is a woefully 
incomplete representation of the conformational space occupied by the different diUbq 
molecules.59 Recent reports suggest that because the C-terminus of Ubq is inherently 
flexible, diubiquitin (diUbq) molecules adopt a dynamic ensemble of solution-phase 
conformations, and thus these single structures are likely an oversimplification of diUbq 
conformational preference and interfacial binding, further complicating potential 
analyses.59-60  
Recent investigations have shown that Ubq may form purely noncovalent 
oligomers in solution.61-62 The occurrence of the noncovalent dimer (ncUbq) is 
especially useful for evaluating the relative stability of Ubq subunit interfacial 
interactions in that preference for a particular interface would suggest relative interfacial 
affinities without covalent linkage induced steric hindrance.  Tang et al. reported NMR 
data suggesting that ncUbq is stabilized via I44/I44 interfacial interactions, reminiscent 
of that observed of K48-linked diUbq. 61  Prag et al. used x-ray crystallography to 
investigate a noncovalent Ubq tetramer that overlaps perfectly with the structure of K11-
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linked tetraUbq exhibiting primarily electrostatic interactions. 62 Using cryogenic ESI-
IM-MS, Servage et al. expanded upon these initial findings to suggest that water is 
integral to maintaining the stability of ncUbq.63 The proximity of several basic residues 
(K6, K11, R42, R72, and H68) to the I44 hydrophobic patch may serve to promote 
occlusion of the water from the hydrophobic interface; furthermore, water-bridging may 
serve to reduce coulombic repulsion of said basic residues that may destabilize the 
noncovalent interface as observed of K48-linked diUbq.34, 53, 63  
In Section 2, we introduce the application of CIU for the differentiation of 
polyUbq conformational architectures when ESI-IM-MS could not; furthermore, we 
utilize the CIU fingerprint information found for K48- and K63-linked diUbq to evaluate 
the structural propensity of ncUbq ions. In Section 3, we expand upon the interpretation 
of diUbq CIU fingerprints using two additional diUbq linkage types and solvent induced 
denaturation. The most common Ubq covalent linkage sites found in yeast cells are 
observed through the residues K48 (29.1%), K11 (28%), K63 (16.3%) and K6 
(10.9%),64 as such diUbq molecules covalently linked through these four linkage sites 
are used in Section 3. 
Because ESI-IM-MS is an inherently gas-phase technique, the relevance of 
structural information derived from ESI-IM-MS to analysis of native solution-phase 
biomolecular structure remains an unresolved issue. Stated more specifically, “…for 
how long, under what conditions, and to what extent, can solution structure be retained 
without solvent?”65 Current opinion in the field suggests that in the final stages of 
desolvation, the biomolecule experiences a mechanism akin to “freeze-drying”,66 i.e., the 
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evaporative cooling inherent to the desolvation of an ESI nanodroplet provides a route 
for capturing ions that retain solution-phase conformer distributions.63, 67-68 Furthermore, 
the intramolecular interactions induced by droplet shrinkage and charge solvation may 
stabilize the biomolecule and inhibit unfolding.69-70 However, care must be taken in 
choosing instrumental parameters, for these solvent-free “solution-phase” conformations 
may revert to a gas-phase equilibrium structure if the ions experience collisional 
activation as they traverse the instrument.71-72  
Recent investigations have reported that anion adduction to ESI-IM-MS analytes 
results in the preferential detection of more compact protein conformers73 and the 
stabilization of quaternary structures.74-75 In Section 4 we report the gas-phase 
stabilization of compact Ubq ions using chloride adduction. We theorize that the 
complex network of noncovalent interactions via the chloride adducts result in 
substantial stabilization capable of preserving the more “native-like” conformation of the 
protein despite collisional activation. However, due to the “coarse-grained” nature of 
CCS measurements, the observed compact conformers may be the product of anion 
adduction induced conformational collapse to an alternative compact conformer rather 
than a “native-like” conformation. Finally, in Section 6, using the comparison of CIU 
profiles acquired of K48-linked diUbq ions and chloride adducted K48-linked diUbq 
ions, we report the retention of “native-like” conformers upon chloride adduction to 
K48-linked diUbq.  
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2. DEFINING NON-COVALENT UBIQUITIN HOMODIMER INTERFACIAL 
INTERACTIONS THROUGH COMPARISONS WITH COVALENTLY-
LINKED DIUBIQUITIN* 
 
2.1. Introduction 
Ubiquitin (Ubq), a small regulatory protein that is conserved in all eukaryotic 
cells, functions as a tag for many bioactivities as regulated by its oligomeric state. These 
bioactive oligomers are formed via an isopeptide bond between the C-terminal carboxyl 
group of an Ubq subunit and the amino group at either the N-terminus or one of the 
seven lysine side-chains of another Ubq subunit.   Ubq bioactivities are encoded by 
distinct quaternary structures dependent upon the linkage site(s), chain length, 
branching, and specific non-covalent interactions.27, 36-40 Recent investigations have 
shown that Ubq also forms a non-covalent homodimer (ncUbq) in solution.61, 63 Tang et 
al. reported nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data that they interpreted as evidence 
that ncUbq populates an ensemble of conformers where residues surrounding the I44 
hydrophobic patch (L8, I44, V70) of each subunit form the dimer interface.61 Prag et al. 
reported a crystal structure of the noncovalent tetramer (teUbq) exhibiting purely 
electrostatic interfaces.62 Such differences may arise owing to preferences for “specific 
interfaces” to remain “dry”, whereas “crystal packing interfaces” tend to be “wet”.76  On 
the basis of cryo-ion mobility-mass spectrometry (cryo-IM-MS) experiments, Servage et 
                                                 
* Reprinted with permission from Wagner, N. D.; Russell, D. H., Defining Noncovalent Ubiquitin 
Homodimer Interfacial Interactions through Comparisons with Covalently Linked Diubiquitin. J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 2016, 138 (51), 16588-16591. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
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al. suggested that water mediates formation and retention of ncUbq ions through 
formation of intermolecular water-bridges, and that the dimer disassociates to form 
monomers upon complete evaporation of the water.63 Here, we report collision-induced 
unfolding (CIU) fingerprints that provide additional evidence that ncUbq exhibits similar 
interfacial interactions and structural stability to diubiquitin (diUbq) covalently-linked 
through K48. 
Two covalently-linked diUbq were chosen for this study because they each 
exhibit distinctly different conformations owing to very different interfacial interactions: 
K48-linked diUbq and K63-linked diUbq. Figure 1.3 shows representative structures of 
K48-linked diUbq “closed” and “open” conformers and an “open” conformer of K63-
linked diUbq. The two subunits of both diUbq retain much of the native monomeric 
structure despite the isopeptide linkage, including the preservation of the I44 (L8, I44, 
V70) and I36 (I36, L71, L73) hydrophobic patches.27 Under physiological conditions, 
K48-linked diUbq preferentially adopts “closed” conformations stabilized by 
hydrophobic interactions between the two I44 patches (Figure 1.3A).37 Increased 
protonation of the five basic residues in close proximity to the I44 patch (K6, K11, R42, 
R72, and H68) induces the preference for electrostatic interfacial interactions, i.e. an 
“open” conformation (Figure 1.3B).34, 37, 53 Reports suggest that K48-linked diUbq 
exists in equilibrium between the two conformer types.34, 77 K63-linked diUbq is 
incapable of forming I44/I44, I44/I36, and I36/I36 interactions and adopts an ensemble 
of conformer types in solution, viz. an “open” conformation as shown in Figure 1.3C 
and two conformers forming electrostatic subunit interfaces. 38, 40, 54-55 Other linkage 
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types (K6-, K11-, etc.) are reported to exhibit a variety of dynamic interfacial 
interactions involving either electrostatic interactions or the I36 patch. 32, 56-58 As such, 
the hydrophobic I44/I44 interface reported for K48-linked diUbq and the electrostatic 
interface reported for K63-linked diUbq make each an appropriate model for comparison 
to ncUbq. 
 
2.2. Experimental Methods 
2.2.1. Sample Preparation 
K6-, K11-, K48- and K63-linked diUbq were purchased from R&D Systems Inc. 
(Minneapolis, MN, USA), and bovine ubiquitin was purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Inc. 
(St. Louis, MO, USA). All were used without further purification. Each was dissolved in 
18 MΩ water (Barnstead Easy Pure II, Thermo Scientific) and stored at -20 ˚C for later 
use. All solutions were prepared with 0.1% formic acid or 25 mM ammonium acetate 
(pH adjusted to ~7.4). The final concentrations of the covalently-linked diUbq were 10 
µM. To drive formation of the noncovalent dimer, the final concentration of ubiquitin 
for noncovalent dimer studies was 75 µM.  
2.2.2. ESI-IM-MS and CIU 
IM-MS spectra and CIU curves were acquired via a Waters Synapt G2 HDMS 
mass spectrometer (Manchester, UK). Instrument conditions were chosen to minimize 
collisional heating as the ions traverse the various regions of the instrument: sample 
cone, 10V; extraction cone, 1V; trap bias, 25 V; API gas flows, off; helium cell flow 
rate, 200 mL/min; IMS nitrogen flow rate, 60 mL/min; TWIMS wave height, 20V; 
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TWIMS wave velocity, 300 m/s.72 “Helium equivalent” CCS values were calibrated as 
previously described using reported CCSHe values for acid denatured ubiquitin, 
cytochrome c, and myoglobin.78 Noncovalent dimer ions were mass selected in the 
quadrupole; mass selection was not necessary for covalently linked dimers. Collisional 
activation was applied via increasing the voltage drop between the exit of the quadrupole 
and the entrance to the TWIG-trap region filled with the collision gas argon. Note that a 
5 V drop was necessary to maintain transmission through the trap and transfer regions 
and will be referred to as low collision energy. Reported lab-frame collision energies 
were calculated as the product of ion charge and acceleration voltage. CIUSuite was 
used to assemble all heat maps and difference plots.20 All CCS profiles at each collision 
energy were normalized to the CCS of maximum abundance.  
2.2.3. Theoretical Structures 
Chimera UCSF was used for visualization of PDB files.79 The MOBCAL 
trajectory method was used to calculate theoretical CCS values from PDB files.80,81 
 
2.3. Results and Discussion 
The ESI mass spectrum of Ubq obtained by cryo-IM-MS is dominated by ions 
corresponding to [Ubq + 7H]7+ and [ncUbq + 14H]14+ ions;63 however, the ESI mass 
spectrum obtained using ambient conditions contains ions corresponding to [Ubq + 
7H]7+ and [Ubq + 8H]8+ in high abundance, and low abundances of [ncUbq + 9H]9+, 
[ncUbq + 10H]10+, and [ncUbq + 11H]11+ (see Figure 2.1 for full mass spectra). The 
differences in the mass spectra are attributed to the presence of hydrating water 
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molecules in the cryo-IM-MS experiment; note that a large fraction of fully desolvated 
[ncUbq + 14H]14+ ions disassociate to form [Ubq + 7H]7+ ions.63  
 
 
 
Figure 2.1. (A) Full mass spectrum of 75µM ubiquitin acquired from water and 0.1% 
formic acid. The ion signals with m/z greater than 1500 were amplified by 10 in order to 
better depict the dimer signals. (B) and (C) Full mass spectra for K48-linked and K63-
linked diubiquitin, respectively, acquired from water and 0.1% formic acid (Note: no 
signal amplification). Reprinted with permission from 97. 
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Figure 2.2. CCS profiles acquired from water and 0.1% formic acid of (A) the 9+ and 
(B) the 11+ charge states of (black) K48-linked diUbq, (red) K63-linked diUbq, and 
(blue) ncUbq. All CCS profiles were acquired under ambient conditions and using 
collision energies of 45 eV and 55 eV for 9+ and 11+ ions, respectively (the minimum 
required to maintain ion transmission). Reprinted with permission from 97. 
 
The following discussion will be limited to [ncUbq + 9H]9+ and [ncUbq + 
11H]11+ ions owing to overlap of [ncUbq + 10H]10+ and monomeric [Ubq + 5H]5+ ions. 
Figure 2.2 shows ambient, low internal energy CCS profiles for the 9+ and 11+ charge 
states of K48- and K63-linked diUbq and ncUbq. Interestingly, under experimental 
conditions that sample low internal energy ions,72 each of the ions exhibit similar, 
conformationally broadened CCS profiles that are practically indistinguishable (see 
Figure 2.1 for calculated theoretical CCS values). The 9+ charge state ions of each type 
suggest at least two conformational populations: a more compact conformer family 
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smaller than all calculated values, i.e. compact (~1500 Å2), and a more extended 
conformer family at ~1780 Å2. These observed CCS values provide strong evidence that 
the 9+ charge states of each ion exhibit a distribution of conformations similar in size to 
the reported PDB structures of K48-linked diUbq; note that the calculated CCS values 
for both conformations of K48-linked diUbq are within the experimental error (±2%) 
and thus not differentiable using IMS. The 11+ charge state ions of each diUbq 
demonstrate more conformational heterogeneity and are distinctly larger than the 
calculated CCS for the K48-linked conformers. The centroid for the CCS profiles are 
closer to the value calculated for the fully “open” conformation of K63-linked diUbq; 
however, the detection of the ncUbq 11+ ion suggests that some form of interfacial 
interactions are preserved. The larger CCS values are attributed to intermediate 
conformations along the gas-phase unfolding pathway still retaining some form of 
interfacial interactions. Note that the CCS profiles of K48-and K63-[diUbq + 14H]14+ -
ions suggest that these ions are in an open conformation and that the subunits have 
significantly unfolded (see Figure 2.3). These results suggest that the [ncUbq + 14H]14+ 
ion population has disassociated upon complete desolvation similarly to that reported 
previously.63 
Collision-induced unfolding (CIU) and collision-induced dissociation (CID) are 
increasingly used to investigate conformational changes induced by increasing ion 
internal energies.7, 16, 18-20 CIU combined with IM-MS provides a unique unfolding  
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Figure 2.3. CCS profiles of the 14+ charge state of (black) K48- and (red) K63-linked 
diUbq acquired from 0.1% formic acid/99.9% water. Note that the calculated theoretical 
CCS values for closed K48-linked diUbq (PDB: 2PEA) and open K63-linked diUbq 
(PDB: 2JF5) are 1780 Å2 and 2086 Å2, respectively. Reprinted with permission from 97. 
 
fingerprint for ions adopting a variety of noncovalent interactions. Here, CIU was used 
to probe the unfolding fingerprints of the K48- and K63-linked diUbq and ncUbq ions in 
an effort to elucidate conformational differences/similarities defined by their subunit 
interfacial interactions. At the collision energies used, covalently-linked diUbq does not 
undergo CID; however, upon destabilization of the ncUbq interface, disassociation to 
form two intact subunits is observed providing further insight into the relative stability of 
the ncUbq interface. 
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Figure 2.4. (A) and (C) CIU heat maps for 9+ and 11+ charge states, respectively, of 
K48- and K63-linked diUbq ions.  (B) and (D) the difference plots resulting from 
subtraction of (red) K48- and (blue) K63-linked diUbq CIU profiles for the (B) 9+ and 
(D) 11+ charge states, respectively. (E) and (G) CIU heat maps for [ncUbq + 9H]9+ and 
[ncUbq + 11H]11+ ions, respectively. (F) Difference plots comparing the CIU unfolding 
pattern of [ncUbq + 9H]9+ to those of (right) K48- and (left) K63-[diUbq + 9H]9+ ions. 
(H) Difference plots comparing the CIU unfolding pattern of [ncUbq + 11H]11+ to those 
of (right) K48- and (left) K63-[diUbq + 11H]11+ ions. Note that all collision energies are 
reported as lab-frame kinetic energy and that each CCS profile is normalized to the most 
abundant feature. Reprinted with permission from 97.  
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Figure 2.4A and Figure 2.4B show CIU heat maps and the resulting difference 
plot,20 respectively, for the 9+ charge state of K48- and K63-linked diUbq ions. A 
difference plot is generated by subtraction of two CIU heat maps where features 
observed of each fingerprint are differentiated as red or blue.20 For example in Figure 
2.4B, CCS values observed of K48-linked diUbq are shown in red, whereas those for 
K63-linked diUbq are shown in blue. The difference plot reveals that K63-[diUbq + 
9H]9+ ions exhibit a higher abundance of the more compact conformer population than 
do K48-[diUbq + 9H]9+ ions, followed by gradual unfolding up to  ~175 eV of collision 
energy. Upon additional collisional heating, K63-[diUbq + 9H]9+ ions undergo a sharp 
transition from intermediate to extended conformers. Conversely, primarily gradual 
unfolding is observed for K48-[diUbq + 9H]9+ ions, and the collision energy required to 
populate the most extended conformers of K48-[diUbq + 9H]9+ ions is greater than that 
required to form extended conformers of K63-[diUbq + 9H]9+ ions.  
Figure 2.4C and Figure 2.4D show CIU heat maps and difference plot, 
respectively, for the 11+ charge state of K48- and K63-linked diUbq ions. The CIU heat 
map for K63-[diUbq + 11H]11+ ions reveal that a portion of the ions undergo significant 
unfolding (to ~2500 Å2) even at the lowest collision energy; whereas, ~200 eV of 
collisional energy is required for K48-[diUbq + 11H]11+ ions to populate an intermediate 
conformer with a similar CCS. Furthermore, the collisional activation of K48-[diUbq + 
11H]11+ ions does not result in distinct unfolding intermediates and produces more 
compact extended conformers than those observed of K63-[diUbq + 11H]11+ ions. 
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Overall, we find that K48- and K63-linked diUbq each exhibit unique unfolding 
fingerprints, attributable to different tertiary structures and intramolecular stabilization.  
Figure 2.4E and Figure 2.4G show the CIU heat maps for the 9+ and 11+ 
charge states of ncUbq. The unfolding patterns of the ncUbq ions are visually most 
similar to those of K48-linked diUbq ions with the same charge state. This observation is 
further supported by the difference plots shown in Figure 2.4F and Figure 2.4H. The 
[ncUbq + 9H]9+ ion unfolding pattern tracks closely with that of K48-[diUbq + 9H]9+ 
ions up to ~200 eV of collision energy, where some fraction of the total population of 
K48-[diUbq + 9H]9+ ions remains more compact. The 11+ charge states of ncUbq and 
K48-linked diUbq are less similar to one another than those of the 9+ ions; specifically, 
the K48-[diUbq + 11H]11+ ion conformational population is more broad, i.e. more 
heterogeneous, than the [ncUbq + 11H]11+ conformer population. Overall, we attribute 
the similarity between the ncUbq and K48-linked diUbq ion CIU fingerprints to 
similarities in conformation and noncovalent interactions. The CIU fingerprints for both 
charge states of K63-linked diUbq differ dramatically from those of the ncUbq ions, 
further strengthening this assessment. Note that CIU heat maps for K6- and K11-linked 
diUbq ions,27 are more similar to K63-linked diUbq than to K48-linked diUbq and 
ncUbq ions. These comparisons provide further support for our assignment (see Figure 
2.5; note the large change in CCS rather than gradual unfolding). The CIU heat maps for 
ncUbq ions are truncated due to collision-induced disassociation (See Figure 2.6 for a 
detailed description of the CID of ncUbq ions). Interestingly, both the [ncUbq + 9H]9+  
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Figure 2.5. CIU heat maps and difference maps for the 9+ and 11+ charge states (left to 
right) of K6-, K11-, K48-, and K63-linked diUbq ions (top to bottom). Solution 
conditions were 99.9% water and 0.1% formic acid. K6-, K11-, and K63-linked diUbq 
ions undergo a dramatic change in CCS not observed of K48-linked diUbq or ncUbq, 
seen as a red spot in the 9+ difference plots. Note that K11-linked diUbq reportedly 
adopts electrostatic interfacial interactions and I36/I36 interfacial interactions; K6-linked 
diUbq reportedly adopts I36/I44 interfacial interactions. 32, 56-58 Reprinted with 
permission from 97. 
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Figure 2.6. (A) MS-CID-MS product ion mass spectra resulting from mass selection of 
[ncUbq + 11H]11+ ions and application of differing collision energies (55 eV, 165 eV, 
and 275 eV from bottom to top). (B) Plot depicting the surviving fraction of mass 
selected (red) [ncUbq + 11H]11+ and (blue) [ncUbq + 9H]9+ ions as a function of 
collision energy. Reprinted with permission from 97. 
 
and [ncUbq + 11H]11+ ions are stable through collision energies that produce 
intermediate conformers of K48-linked diUbq but disassociate prior to formation of the 
most extended conformations of K48-linked diUbq. The disassociation of ncUbq ions 
occurs at collision energies larger than those resulting in extended K63-linked diUbq 
conformers. This further supports our hypothesis that the noncovalent interactions 
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stabilizing ncUbq are more similar to those of the K48-linked diUbq ions. Furthermore, 
the disassociation of ncUbq at a collision energy below that required for formation of the 
most extended conformers of K48-linked diUbq suggests that this final transition 
corresponds to complete disruption of the K48-linked diUbq noncovalent interface. 
Overall, we have shown that the tertiary structures of the closed conformations of 
K48- and K63-linked diUbq are differentiable using CIU, suggesting that the method is 
sensitive to differences in protein-protein interfacial interactions. Furthermore, the 
results of CIU support previously published results suggesting that ncUbq adopts an 
I44/I44 hydrophobic interface in solution as opposed to primarily electrostatic 
interactions.61, 63 Fushman suggested that the prevalence of the K48-linked diUbq 
hydrophobic interface in solution is pH dependent; i.e. the preference for the I44/I44 
interface is dependent upon the protonation state of basic residues in close proximity to 
the interface.34 Due to this pH dependence, control studies were performed for ncUbq 
and K48- and K63-linked diUbq using buffered solution. The buffered solutions 
produced 7-9+ charge states of each (see Figure 2.7 for the full MS). When the CIU 
fingerprints produced from buffered solution were compared to the 9+ ions produced 
from acidic solution, the difference plots show little deviation (see Figure 2.8). The 
most notable difference between the CIU patterns from buffered and acidic solutions 
correspond to collapsed conformers that are observed at low collision energies from 
acidic solution (~1500 Å2). We attribute these more collapsed conformers to an acid-
induced, molten globule conformation.82  Note that 11+ ncUbq and diUbq ions were not 
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observed from buffered solution and as such may be more representative of acid 
destabilized conformations. 
 
 
Figure 2.7. (A) Full mass spectrum of 75µM ubiquitin acquired from 25 mM NH4OAc, 
pH 7.4. The ion signals with m/z greater than 1500 were amplified by 10 in order to 
better depict the dimer signals. An asterisk indicates a multimer larger than a dimer. (B) 
and (C) Full mass spectra of K48-linked and K63-linked diubiquitin, respectively, 
acquired from 25 mM NH4OAc, pH 7.4 (Note: no signal amplification). Open circles 
indicate low abundance [M + 132] ions, which likely correspond to fragmentation at the 
C-terminal end of the distal ubiquitin (y2 fragment of the distal ubiquitin covalently 
linked to the K48 of the proximal ubiquitin). Reprinted with permission from 97. 
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Figure 2.8. (A) CIU heat maps for the 9+ charge state of K48- and K63-linked diUbq 
and ncUbq. Solution conditions were water/25 mM ammonium acetate, pH 7.4. Note 
that the noncovalent dimer population has been significantly depopulated at collision 
energy 225 eV. (B) Difference plots are shown for comparison of the CIU heat maps 
acquired from (red) ammonium acetate solution vs. (blue) 0.1% formic acid solution 
(CIU heat maps acquired from 0.1% formic acid solution are shown in Figure 3). 
Reprinted with permission from 97. 
 
Liu et al. predicted a dissociation constant for ncUbq of 4.4 mM, higher than the 
concentrations used in this study.61 Electrospray ionization (ESI) produces charged 
nanodroplets that contain the analyte of interest. The effective concentration of the 
analyte may increase as the droplet size decreases; therefore, in the late stages of droplet 
evolution, the concentration of Ubq may approach the KD of ncUbq. Consequently, it is 
possible that the ncUbq ions presented in this study may not be representative of initial 
solution-phase conformations, but rather “ESI-induced” dimerization.83 The cryo-IM-
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MS experiment has the advantage of monitoring hydrated proteins en route to complete 
desolvation. Servage et al. report that [ncUbq + 14H]14+ ions exhibit a hydration 
trendline, whereas, [Ubq + 7H]7+ does not.63 The absence of Ubq hydration suggests that 
nonspecific dimerization of Ubq is preferred either during the ESI process or in solution.  
 
2.4. Conclusions 
Covalently-linked diubiquitin (diUbq) is known to adopt specific interfacial 
interactions owing to steric hindrance induced by the covalent tether. K48-linked diUbq 
preferentially forms hydrophobic interfacial interactions between the two I44 faces 
under physiological conditions, whereas K63-linked diUbq preferentially forms 
electrostatic interfacial interactions. Here, we have shown using collision-induced 
unfolding (CIU) ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) that the recently reported 
non-covalent dimer of ubiquitin (ncUbq) exhibits structural preferences and interfacial 
interactions that are most similar to that of K48-linked diUbq.  
Servage et al. speculated that the basic residues surrounding the hydrophobic 
patch serve as hydration sites, resulting in two modes of interfacial stabilization: to 
promote occlusion of water from the hydrophobic interface and to reduce coulombic 
repulsion via water bridging.63 A recent report suggests that charged residues serve as 
recognition sites for both mono- and pUbq by the proteosome prior to forming final 
hydrophobic interactions.84 Arginine is one of three residues found with greater than 
10% incidence in protein hot spots.85 The proximity of the R42 and R72 residues from 
both ubiquitin subunits to the interface of “closed” K48-linked diUbq34, 37, 53 and the 
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precedence for arginine participation in hot spots suggests that these residues would 
have a strong impact on the binding strength of the ncUbq subunit interface. An ionic 
hydrogen bond between a guanidinium ion and a proximal guanidine group would 
impart significant stabilization to the subunit interface, especially upon desolvation; 
whereas, if multiple guanidine groups are protonated, then coulombic repulsion may 
induce disassociation of the hydrophobic interface. The similarities between the ncUbq 
and K48-linked diUbq CIU patterns and the effects of pH portend the inclusion of the 
arginine residues as part of the ncUbq hot spot. In conclusion, CIU provides further 
evidence for the ncUbq hot spot to include the I44 hydrophobic patch and proximal 
R42/R72 arginine residues. 
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3. ESI-IM-MS AND COLLISION INDUCED UNFOLDING PROVIDES 
INSIGHT INTO THE LINKAGE DEPENDENT NON-COVALENT 
INTERACTIONS OF DIUBIQUITIN IONS 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Many biological processes are attributable to specific protein-protein 
interactions, in fact the majority of proteins function primarily as a subunit in a larger 
protein complex rather than as a single entity; for example, in the yeast cell, rough 
estimates suggest that the average protein may participate in 3-10 interactions with other 
binding partners.1 Characterizing an interactome is challenging, particularly due to the 
dynamic and often transient nature of higher order structures. Electrospray ionization ion 
mobility mass spectrometry (ESI-IM-MS) has established widespread applicability for 
evaluating the conformational preference of biological molecules.11, 86-88 IM-MS is 
capable of rapid characterization of heterogeneous conformational mixtures via 
separation of ions based on their three-dimensional shape and charge, i.e. their ion-
neutral collision cross section (CCS). MS, tandem MS, and IM-MS have been used with 
moderate success for the characterization of protein complex identities and quaternary 
structure.6, 8, 89-92 More recently, new applications of gas-phase activation methods have 
been applied to the characterization of complex quaternary structure, such as surface 
induced dissociation and collision induced unfolding (CIU).6, 9, 14-15 In particular, CIU is 
the stepwise increase in the internal energy of the ion through collisional activation with 
a buffer gas and subsequent structural analysis using IM-MS. As such, CIU results in a 
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gas-phase unfolding fingerprint that is often unique and representative of the ion’s 
noncovalent interactions. For example, CIU has been applied to examine differences in 
protein complex interfaces, intramolecular interactions, and lipid and anion binding 
induced stabilization.7, 15-21 
Ubiquitin (Ubq) is a 76 amino acid protein with a highly conserved primary 
structure that has been studied extensively both in solution and as a solvent-free, gas-
phase ion.25, 30, 93-95 Despite transfer into the gas-phase, low charge states of Ubq ions are 
known to exhibit CCS values similar to that reported for the native-fold in solution.28-30, 
72, 96 Ubq displays diverse biological functionality as a tag, i.e. ubiquitylation, for cellular 
processes as defined by its oligomeric state; polyubiquitylation is a post-translational 
modification wherein a chain of Ubq subunits is covalently linked to a target molecule. 
Each Ubq subunit of a polyubiquitin (polyUbq) tag is linked through a specific 
isopeptide bond between the C-terminus of one subunit and an amino group of another 
subunit. The functionality of a specific polyUbq tag is encoded by its distinct quaternary 
structure and the resulting binding motif induced by differences in linkage site, chain 
length, and branching.27, 36-40 Ubq contains eight amino groups (seven lysine side-chains 
and the N-terminus) that may form the covalent linkage, each encoding unique cellular 
functions.  For example, K48-linked tetraUbq functions primarily as a tag for the 
proteosomal degradation of the target protein within the 26S proteasome complex.36, 42 
The ubiquitin-proteasome pathway is used to degrade misfolded proteins and antigens;41 
furthermore, the dysfunction of this pathway is implicated in the pathogenesis of several 
neurodegenerative diseases.50-51 K11-linked polyUbq is linked to regulation of cell 
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division and mitosis,32 whereas K63-linked tetraUbq is implicated in DNA repair,45-46 
inflammation,47 immune response,41 trafficking,45 and antiviral response.48 And both 
K48- and K63-linked polyUbq types have been implicated in the oncogenesis of several 
cancers and as such are a target for cancer therapy.52 Overall, a more detailed 
understanding of the conformational preferences and noncovalent interactions defined by 
the covalent-linkage could aid in understanding its diverse functionality and potential 
applications.  
Ubiquitin monomers (monoUbq) adopt highly stable, compact β-grasp fold 
structures, as characterized by NMR and X-ray crystallography,24-25 and a high degree of 
this tertiary structure is maintained for each subunit of polyUbq, including the I44 (L8, 
I44, V70) and I36 (I36, L71, L73) hydrophobic patches.27 Here, we examine four diUbq 
molecules linked through K6, K11, K48, and K63 to better understand the interfacial 
interactions induced by the different covalent linkage types; the most common linkage 
types in yeast cells are observed linked through the residues K48 (29.1%), K11 (28%), 
K63 (16.3%) and K6 (10.9%).64 Under physiological conditions, K48-linked diUbq 
exists in equilibrium wherein conformers are stabilized by interactions of the I44/I44 
hydrophobic patches or purely electrostatic interactions that expose the I44 patches for 
binding.34, 37, 77 In more acidic environments, the electrostatic interface is reportedly 
preferred due to protonation of basic residues (K6, K11, R42, R72, and H68) in close 
proximity to the I44 patches and the resulting coulombic repulsion.34, 53 Due to steric 
hindrance, K63-linked diUbq molecules cannot form interfacial interactions between the 
hydrophobic patches and instead occupy an ensemble of conformations including closed 
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conformations stabilized by electrostatic interactions.40, 55 The conformational 
preferences of K6- and K11-linked diUbq are less well defined. Two solution phase 
conformers of K11-linked diUbq have been reported: one stabilized through I36/I36 
interfacial interactions and the other through electrostatic interactions.32, 56-57 A single 
crystal structure for K6-linked diUbq exhibiting I36/I44 interfacial interactions has been 
reported.58 
We have recently reported that IMS alone is insufficient to differentiate the 
conformational preferences of K48- and K63-linked diUbq ions; however, collision-
induced unfolding (CIU) supplies an added dimension capable of differentiating 
dissimilar noncovalent interactions.97 We used CIU to evaluate the conformational 
differences not apparent in low-energy CCS profiles between the low charge states of the 
noncovalent Ubq homodimer, K48- and K63-linked diUbq ions. The results suggest that 
the conformational preference of K48- and K63-linked diUbq are differentiable using 
CIU; furthermore, noncovalent Ubq dimer ions exhibit similar noncovalent interfacial 
interactions and likely similar conformational preferences to that of K48-linked diUbq 
ions. Here we report an expanded investigation into the conformational preferences of 
K6-, K11-, K48-, and K63-linked diUbq using ESI-IM-MS, CIU, and solvent induced 
denaturation. 
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3.2. Experimental Methods 
3.2.1. Sample Preparation  
K6-, K11-, K48- and K63-linked diubiquitin were purchased from R&D Systems 
Inc. (Minneapolis, MN, USA). All were used without further purification. Each was 
dissolved in 18 MΩ water (Barnstead Easy Pure II, Thermo Scientific) and stored at -
20°C for later use. All solutions were prepared with a final concentration of 10 µM in 
either 99.9/0.1% (v/v %) water/formic acid or 49.9/50/0.1% (v/v %) 
water/methanol/formic acid.  
3.2.2. ESI-IM-MS and CIU Analysis  
ESI-IM-MS spectra were acquired using a Waters Synapt G2 HDMS mass 
spectrometer (Manchester, UK). Instrument conditions were chosen to minimize 
instrumental heating: sample cone, 10V; extraction cone, 1V; trap bias, 25 V; API gas 
flows, off; helium cell flow rate, 200 mL/min; IMS nitrogen flow rate, 60 mL/min; 
TWIMS wave height, 20V; TWIMS wave velocity, 300 m/s.72 CCS values were 
calibrated as previously described using reported values for acid and acetonitrile 
denatured ubiquitin, cytochrome c, and myoglobin.78  All CCS profiles were normalized 
to the most abundant feature. 
Different collision energies for CIU were imparted by changing the voltage drop 
between the exit of the quadrupole and the entrance to the TWIG-trap region filled with 
the collision gas argon. Note that a 5 V drop was necessary to maintain transmission 
through the trap and transfer regions and will be referred to as low collision energy. 
Reported lab-frame collision energies were calculated as the product of ion charge and 
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acceleration voltage. CIUSuite was used to assemble all CIU heat maps from IM-MS 
spectra; the “compare” function of CIUSuite was used to produce difference plots, used 
to draw attention to differences in CIU heat maps, and to produce RMSD values, used to 
summarize those differences.20 The MOBCAL trajectory method was used to calculate 
theoretical CCS values from PDB files.80,81 
 
3.3. Results and Discussion 
3.3.1. Charge-Induced Unfolding of DiUbq Ions  
Figure 3.1 shows the full ESI-IM-MS mass spectra and CCS profiles acquired 
using instrument conditions that minimize collisional activation to preserve more native-
like conformations72 for K6-, K11-, K48-, and K63-linked diUbq acquired from 99.9% 
water and 0.1% formic acid. All ions discussed throughout the paper are charged only 
through differences in protonation; therefore, ions of the form [diUbq + nH]n+ will be 
abbreviated as diUbqn+ for the remainder of the text. The charge state distributions 
observed of all four diUbq types from water/formic acid exhibit a narrow distribution of 
high abundance, low charge states (10 – 11+) and a broad distribution of low abundance, 
high charge states (13 – 25+). Note, however, that the abundances of each charge state 
differ for the different linkage sites of diUbq.  
It has been shown that ESI-MS charge state distributions can be correlated to 
protein conformational preference.98-99 That is, the charge state of a protein in the ESI 
mass spectrum is related to the solvent accessible surface area (SASA), as related to  
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Figure 3.1. (A,C) Full mass spectra and (B,D) CCS profiles acquired with minimal 
collsional activation for K6- (black), K11- (red), K48- (blue), and K63- (green) linked 
diUbq acquired from (A,B) 99.9% water and 0.1% formic acid and (C,D) 50% methanol, 
49.9% water and 0.1% formic acid. Select charge states are labelled. 
 
solvent exposure of basic/acidic residues and the presence of intramolecular 
interactions.100-102 Under acidic conditions, monoUbq produces a narrow distribution of 
low charge states centered around the Ubq7+ ion and a low abundance of higher charge 
states, which suggests retention of native-like states, but the observed higher charge 
states, IMS CCS profiles, and radical-directed fragmentation experiments provide 
evidence for a small population of unfolded conformers.30, 103 The mass spectra acquired 
for all four diUbq linkage types from water/formic acid illustrate similar behavior, 
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suggesting retention of native-like conformations (Figure 3.1A). Note, however, that the 
abundances of the charge states differ for the different linkage sites of diUbq, suggesting 
differing exposure of basic residues owing to differences in conformation or 
intramolecular bonding. K63- and K48-linked diUbq in particular populate on average 
lower charge states than do K6- and K11-linked diUbq. This finding is consistent with 
results reported by Lee et al.; viz. complexation of the K6 or K11 side-chains of 
monoUbq by host-guest chemistry destabilizes the native conformation and induces 
preference for higher charge states.104 
The CCS profiles of diUbq ions (Figure 3.1B) indicate sensitivity to the charge 
state of the ion and to the linkage site when higher charge state ions are sampled; 
however, the CCS profiles of diUbq9+ ions are relatively narrow for all linkage types and 
suggest two conformational families: ~1500 Å2 and 1750 Å2. The larger of the two CCS 
values is similar to the theoretical CCS values of K48-linked diUbq reported previously 
(1780 Å2 for the “closed” conformation PDB 2PEA, 1816 Å2 for the “open” 
conformation PDB 3NS8),97 suggesting that these ion populations retain much of the 
solution phase structure. Furthermore, K63-diUbq9+ is not observed populating an open 
conformation (calculated CCS of 2086 Å2, PDB 2JF5). The smaller of the two CCS 
values was previously defined as that of acid-induced molten globule conformations 
through comparison with CCS profiles acquired from buffered solution.97 The 
MOBCAL calculated theoretical CCS values for diUbq structures reported in the PDB 
are 1829 Å2 and 1845 Å2 for K6- and K11 -linked diUbq, respectively (PDB structures 
2XK5, 2XEW, respectively). The percent difference between these structures and those 
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reported for K48-linked diUbq is approximately 3%; consequently, the inability to 
differentiate K6-, K11-, and K48-linked conformations using IM-MS is unsurprising. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Deconvolution of (A) K6-, (B) K11-, (C) K48-, and (D) K63-diUbq11+ CCS 
profiles. The raw data is represented as data points, the cumulative fit is represented as a 
black line, and the fitted peaks are filled such that like colors depict fit peaks. 
 
The CCS profiles of the higher charge states shift to larger CCS values 
suggesting increasing degrees of gas-phase unfolding due to their increasing coulombic 
repulsion and lab-frame collision energies. The diUbq10+ and diUbq11+ ions of all four 
linkage types exhibit broad distributions with distinct conformational populations. Peak 
deconvolution of diUbq11+ ion CCS profiles is shown in Figure 3.2. The CCS profiles of 
K6-, K11-, and K63-diUbq11+ ions each demonstrate four broad conformational families 
where CCS centroid values vary less than 3% for each linkage type; the primary 
difference between the 3 linkage types is the relative abundance of the different 
conformational families. The K48-diUbq11+ distributions are better represented with a fit 
that involves two more broadened peaks with CCS centroid values shifted relative to the 
other linkage types. The CCS profiles of diUbq12+ ions are still broad, but relatively 
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featureless; however, the degree of unfolding varies relative to linkage site. The majority 
of K6- and K11-diUbq13+ ions populate a narrow distribution of extended conformers; 
whereas, the K48- and K63-diUbq13+ ions retain a broad distribution of ions with largely 
intermediate CCS values. diUbq14+ ions of all linkage types populate primarily narrow 
CCS distributions of extended conformers that likely represent gas-phase equilibrium 
conformations.  
3.3.2. Solvent Induced Denaturation of DiUbq  
Addition of >40% methanol to acidic solution (pH ~ 2), monoUbq is known to 
populate the “denatured” A-state conformation, wherein part of the N-terminal portion 
of the β-sheet is retained, but the rest of the structure is in a flexible conformation with a 
high degree of α-helical character.24, 105-107 The mass spectra acquired of monoUbq 
exhibit a broad distribution of high charge state ions consistent with the increased 
SASA.30, 94 The calculated CCS for the A-state of monoUbq is larger than that of the N-
state, and experimental CCS profiles of monoUbq are consistently shifted to larger CCS 
when acquired from methanolic solutions with low pH.30, 96, 108 Figure 3.1C and Figure 
3.1D show the full ESI-MS mass spectra and CCS profiles, respectively, for K6-, K11-, 
K48-, and K63-linked diUbq acquired from 49.9% water, 50% methanol, and 0.1% 
formic acid. The ESI mass spectra of diUbq acquired from these denaturing conditions 
indicate a broad distribution of high charge states, similarly suggesting increased SASA, 
but the spectra differ for each linkage type. K48-linked diUbq exhibits a more narrow 
charge state distribution centered at the 18+ charge state. K6- and K11-linked diUbq 
exhibit bimodal charge state distributions centered on the 18+ and 22+ charge states. 
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K63-linked diUbq exhibits an even broader charge state distribution, possibly trimodal, 
centered at the 17+ charge state. The presence of multiple broad distributions of high 
charge states for K6-, K11-, and K63-linked diUbq from the denaturing solution 
conditions suggests a high degree of conformational heterogeneity in solution. The 
distribution of charge states for K6- and K11-linked diUbq are significantly higher than 
those observed for K48- and K63-linked diUbq indicative of further increased SASA. 
The CCS profiles of low charge state diUbq ions of all four linkage types 
acquired from acidic 50% methanol solution (Figure 3.1D) suggest that the ions adopt 
more compact conformers than those observed from acidic aqueous solution. This 
observed preference for compact conformers is contrary to the larger CCS observed for 
monoUbq under similar conditions suggesting the collapse of the ion’s tertiary structure. 
Interestingly, the CCS of the more compact diUbq9+ conformer observed from 
denaturing conditions is similar to that of the ~1500Å2 diUbq9+ conformer previously 
attributed to an acid-induced molten globule conformation. Thus, we attribute the more 
compact conformer observed from denaturing conditions to a collapsed, partially folded 
conformation likely possessing a high degree of α-helical character or a molten globule 
type conformation .  
3.3.3. Gas-Phase Unfolding of DiUbq Ions  
CIU is similar to gas-phase annealing, viz. collisional activation (unfolding) is 
followed by collisional cooling (thermalization) prior to IM separation; consequently, 
CIU provides information concerning the gas-phase potential energy surface en route to  
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Figure 3.3. CIU heat maps for K6-, K11-, K48-, and K63-linked diUbq (top to bottom) 
with 9-13+ charge states (left to right) acquired from (A) 99.9% water and 0.1% formic 
acid and (B) 49.9% water, 50% methanol, and 0.1% formic acid. 
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the gas-phase equilibrium conformation as defined by their noncovalent interactions. 
CCS profiles for the four linkage types of diUbq were acquired with increasing 
collisional activation and assembled into heat maps, or CIU fingerprints, to illustrate the 
changing conformational preference of the protein en route to the gas-phase equilibrium 
conformation (Figure 3.3, see Figure A.1-A.4 for raw CCS profiles used to assemble 
CIU plots). Overall, the CIU fingerprints of each linkage type acquired under N-state 
conditions differ noticeably from one another (Figure 3.3A). These differences are 
highlighted by the use of difference plots (Figure A.5-A.8) and calculated RMSD values 
(summarized in Figure 3.4).  
The RMSD values and difference plots indicate that the CIU of K48-linked 
diUbq differs most significantly from the other linkage types due to the absence of 
distinct unfolding intermediates and generally more compact extended conformers than 
those observed of the other linkage types. Specifically, the CIU fingerprints of lower 
charge states of K48-linked diUbq indicate that the ions undergo gradual unfolding until 
the late stages of the unfolding process, whereas the CIU profiles of K6-, K11-, and 
K63-linked diUbq indicate interconversion between distinct intermediate conformers. 
Furthermore, K48-diUbq10+, diUbq11+, and diUbq12+ populate three distinct extended 
conformers, most apparent of the 11+ ion, that remain stable until fragmentation. An 
exception to the exclusively large RMSD values observed for K48-linked diUbq ions are 
the large RMSD values observed for K63-diUbq10+ ions due to large differences in the 
late stages of unfolding. The most extended conformer of K63-[diUbq + 10H]10+ is  
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Figure 3.4. Root-mean-square deviation values calculated for two CIU heats maps, 
DiUbq (1) minus DiUbq (2). For example the blue bar in the 9+, K11 cluster represents 
the RMSD value for K11- and K48-diUbq9+ ion CIU profiles. 
 
observed only after a high degree of collisional activation and in much higher abundance 
than a similar conformer observed of K11- and K48-diUbq10+ (see Figure A.1 for 
details). The distinct unfolding intermediates of K6-, K11-, and K63-linked diUbq ions 
exhibit similar CCS values to one another but differing stabilities. This suggests that 
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these ions populate similar conformational populations en route to the gas-phase 
equilibrium structure. This observation is consistent with that reported by Eschweiler et 
al. wherein collisional activation of albumin homologues populate very similar 
conformational unfolding intermediates, but the stability of each varied with differing 1o 
structure.109  
 
 
Figure 3.5. Difference plots calculated using CIUSuite, where the CIU heat maps of 
diUbq ions acquired from 50% methanol/49.9% water/0.1% formic acid (blue) are 
subtracted from the CIU profiles acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% formic acid (red). 
Note that the difference plots for all other charge states can be found in the Supporting 
Information. 
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The CIU fingerprints of the diUbq ions acquired from denaturing conditions bear 
striking differences from those acquired from “native” conditions, but also interesting 
similarities in the late stages of unfolding (Figure 3.3B). These observations are 
demonstrated most vividly by difference plots (see Figure 3.5). As discussed previously, 
the CCS profiles of the “denatured” diUbq ions are shifted to lower CCS than those 
acquired from “native” conditions. Interestingly, the CIU profiles of K48-linked diUbq 
ions acquired from the denaturing conditions exhibit the distinct unfolding intermediates 
observed of the other linkage types in “native” conditions. This suggests that the gradual 
unfolding observed previously is characteristic of the native K48-linked diUbq solution-
phase structure. The CCS profiles of all diUbq linkage types acquired from “native” and 
“denatured” conditions converge to similar conformational families upon application of 
high collision energies. This provides an indication as to when all aspects of the 
solution-phase “conformational memory” is lost in favor of gas-phase equilibrium 
conformations. The CIU profiles of K48-linked diUbq acquired from both solution 
conditions are increasing similar with increasing charge state. Oddly, the gas-phase 
equilibrium conformers of the higher charge states of K6-, K11-, and K63-linked diUbq 
ions acquired from the denaturing solution conditions adopt a smaller CCS than those 
acquired from more native conditions. 
Shi et al. have previously reported that the relative abundances of different 
extended conformers of monoUbq are influenced by the addition of methanol.108, 110 The 
addition of methanol appears to have a similar influence on the conformational 
preference of extended K48-diUbq11+ conformers; specifically, the more compact of the 
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extended conformers is less preferred. The most likely explanation for these differences 
in gas-phase equilibrium conformation would be differences in charge location as 
defined during the ESI process. The residues K6, K11, and K63 are located near the N- 
and C-termini, meaning fully extended conformations of diUbq covalently linked 
through those residues are nearly linear. Contrarily, K48 is located near the center of the 
sequence, meaning a fully extended conformation of K48-linked diUbq would resemble 
a “T” shape. Consequently, differences in charge location would more likely result in 
multiple extended conformations upon collisional activation. 
3.3.4. Unraveling Differences in Noncovalent Intramolecular DiUbq Interactions  
The effect of collisional activation on the conformation of multidomain proteins 
is oft-debated, mainly due to observed asymmetric charge partitioning between 
dissociated subunits. Wysocki et al. suggest that asymmetric charge partitioning is 
evidence that collisional activation results in subunit unfolding,14 whereas Loo and Loo 
posit that charge state differences may be a function of salt bridge rearrangement such 
that collisional activation may still result in disassociation of the subunit interface.111 
Eschweiler et al. have recently used chemical probes to monitor the sequential unfolding 
of albumin domains; distinct unfolding intermediate transitions were correlated with the 
loss of subunit bound ligands suggesting sequential subunit unfolding upon collisional 
activation.109 We have previously suggested that the subunit interface of K48-linked 
diUbq ions persists until the late stages of unfolding via comparisons with noncovalent 
Ubq dimer unfolding and disassociation energies.97 
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The specific gas-phase unfolding pathway of monoUbq has been previously 
discussed by Skinner et al. using electron capture dissociation experimental results69 and 
Chen et al. using molecular dynamics simulations.72 The N- and C-terminal β-strands 
located in the center of the β sheet structure are in particular only weakly stabilized in 
the gas-phase, meaning collisional activation likely results first in the loss of the five 
stranded β-sheet structure. This “weakness” provides much insight into the unfolding 
patterns observed of the diUbq ions. The residues of the I44 patch are located on three 
individual β-strands, including both the N- and C-terminal; consequently, any subunit 
interfacing with the other via the I44 patch would benefit from significant stabilization 
of the β-sheet. The residues from the I36 patch are located on the C-terminal β-strand, 
but not on the N-terminal β-strand, such that participation of the I36 patch in the subunit 
interface will have no effect on the stability of the β-sheet. K48-linked diUbq 
preferentially forms I44/I44 interfacial interactions unless coulombic repulsion of R42 
and R72 in close proximity to the I44 hydrophobic faces induces the preference for 
electrostatic interfacial interactions.34, 37 Based upon the aforementioned possible 
influence of I44 patch interactions on the stability of each subunit, it would be expected 
that an I44/I44 interface would impart dramatic stabilization of both Ubq subunits. We 
have previously reported that the unique gradual unfolding observed in the CIU 
fingerprints of K48-diUbq9+ and diUbq11+ are indicative of I44/I44 hydrophobic 
interfacial interactions; furthermore, the R42 and R72 residues play an important role in 
stabilization of the subunit interface.63, 97 The observed gradual unfolding of the 
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additional charge states further supports the differentiation of the K48-linked diUbq 
subunit interface as unique from that observed of other linkage sites.  
As noted repeatedly, K6-, K11-, and K63-linked diUbq ions demonstrate 
substantial CIU similarity. With increasing collision energy, each undergoes conversion 
between distinct intermediates en route to the most extended conformations. As 
discussed previously, K63-linked diUbq is stabilized exclusively by electrostatic 
interactions; consequently, the most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from the 
similarity between the CIU fingerprints of K6-, K11-, and K63 linked diUbq is that the 
lower charge states of all three linkage types exhibit electrostatic interfacial interactions. 
The gas-phase stability of an electrostatic interface would depend greatly on the number 
of salt bridges and ionic hydrogen bonds formed between the subunits resulting in 
differing stabilities, dependent on linkage site and charge state. Thus, differences in the 
unfolding pathway could be the product of different available electrostatic interactions 
induced by the changing proximities of charge groups induced by the covalent linkage 
site. A solution phase structure of K11-linked diUbq is reported that demonstrates 
electrostatic interfacial stabilization; however, another reports an I36/I36 interface.  
Both K6- and K11-linked diUbq have reported conformations utilizing the I36 
hydrophobic patch for interfacial interaction. The crystal structure of K6-linked diUbq, 
specifically, was reported to exhibit an I36/I44 interface, where the I36 patch of the 
proximal Ubq subunit interacts with the I44 patch of the distal Ubq subunit. Thus it 
would be expected that the proximal subunit would unfold upon collisional activation 
due to the instability of its β-sheet, followed by the unfolding of the distal subunit. Both 
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subunits of K11-linked diUbq would be expected to unfold upon collisional activation 
due to the preference for an I36/I36 interface. As such, K6- and K11-linked diUbq 
would be expected to demonstrate significantly different unfolding pathways. 
Consequently, the resemblance between the K6-, K11-, and K63-linked diUbq CIU 
fingerprints could be attributed to two scenarios: all three adopt electrostatic interfacial 
interactions, or the unfolding pathway of interfacial interactions involving I36 is 
comparable to that demonstrated by K63-linked diUbq ions. 
 
3.4. Conclusions 
Here we demonstrate the use of ESI-IM-MS and CIU to probe the differences in 
noncovalent intramolecular interactions responsible for the conformational heterogeneity 
of the most abundant covalent linkage types of diUbq. The ESI mass spectra of each 
linkage type suggest that the ions sampled are “native-like” in conformation. 
Furthermore, the CCS profiles of diUbq9+ ions are centered on a CCS similar to 
theoretical CCS values calculated from PDB structures; however, because the CCS of 
the “native-like” conformers are within the error of the IMS experiment, solution-phase 
and gas-phase denaturation provides the additional information necessary to differentiate 
the conformational differences induced by the covalent linkage site.  
Unfolding upon removal of solvent, driven by Coulomb repulsion as well as 
collisional activation, shows that K48-linked diUbq is unique in its conformational 
preference and gas-phase stability. We posit that this difference is the result of added 
stabilization of the β-sheet structure induced by I44/I44 interfacial interactions. Solvent 
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induced denaturation disrupts the hydrophobic patches apparent in the native fold of the 
subunits and reduces the burial of hydrophobic side-chains within the interior of the 
structure; therefore, any remaining noncovalent interactions are unlikely to involve 
hydrophobic interactions. Upon solvent induced denaturation, the gradual unfolding 
observed of K48-linked diUbq ions is no longer observed in favor of distinct unfolding 
intermediates. Reported K6- and K11-linked diUbq structures suggest interfacial 
interactions either involving the I36 patch or electrostatic interactions. Due to the 
inaccessibility of hydrophobic patch interactions induced by covalent linkage through 
K63, electrostatic interactions are preferred for K63-linked diUbq interfacial 
interactions. K6-, K11-, and K63-linked diUbq ions demonstrate very similar unfolding 
pathways including distinct unfolding intermediate conformers very similar in CCSs but 
differing in relative stabilities. Therefore, the similarities between the K6-, K11-, and 
K63-linked diUbq CIU profiles could be indicative that K6- and K11-linked diUbq ions 
also adopt primarily electrostatic interfacial interactions. However, interfacial 
interactions involving the I36 patch would not lead to substantial stabilization of the 
weakly bound β-sheet structure and thus such structures may unfold in a similar manner 
to those of K63-linked diUbq ions. Overall we have shown that ESI-IM-MS and CIU 
can provide a wealth of information concerning the noncovalent interactions stabilizing 
the conformational preference of diUbq ions; however, as with many IMS experiments, 
molecular dynamics simulations or solution-phase NMR would be excellent 
complementary techniques to provide more detailed atomistic information.  
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4. PRESERVING MORE “NATIVE-LIKE” CONFORMATIONS OF 
UBIQUITIN IONS IN THE GAS-PHASE VIA CHLORIDE ADDUCTION* 
 
4.1. Introduction 
Native electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (nESI-MS) has evolved as an 
important technique for structural biology; in particular, the integration of ion mobility 
(IM) with nESI-MS, i.e., nESI-IM-MS, has provided an approach complementary to 
other structural MS techniques such as hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) and 
chemical foot-printing. The contribution of IM to structural characterization lies in the 
ability to separate ions on the basis of size-to-charge in the form of ion-neutral collision 
cross section (CCS) measurements, i.e., the 3-dimensional shape of the ion, which can 
then be related to the protein tertiary structure. An unresolved issue related to the IM 
CCS measurement is whether the 3-D shape of the gas-phase ion can be related to the 
solution-phase conformation; stated differently, “…for how long, under what conditions, 
and to what extent, can solution structure be retained without solvent?”65 Current 
opinion in the field suggests that in the final stages of desolvation, the biomolecule 
experiences steps that are similar to “freeze-drying”,66 i.e., the evaporative cooling 
inherent to desolvation of the ESI nanodroplet provides a route for capturing ions that 
retain solution-phase conformer distributions,63, 67-68 preserving intramolecular 
                                                 
* Reprinted with permission from Wagner, N. D.; Kim, D.; Russell, D. H., Increasing Ubiquitin Ion 
Resistance to Unfolding in the Gas Phase Using Chloride Adduction: Preserving More "Native-Like" 
Conformations Despite Collisional Activation. Anal. Chem. 2016, 88 (11), 5934-5940.Copyright 2016 
American Chemical Society. 
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interactions that stabilize the protein and inhibit unfolding.69 Recent studies also 
illustrate that solvent-free “solution-phase” conformations may revert to a gas-phase 
equilibrium structure if the ions experience collisional activation as they traverse the 
instrument.71-72  
Protein dynamics, activity, and function are closely correlated to the protein’s 
three-dimensional structure which varies with the local environment, specifically solvent 
polarity, pH, and the presence of salts.  The latter has spawned an entire field of research 
focused on probing the intricacies of salt effects on protein conformation, i.e. the 
Hofmeister series.112-117 Anions generally exhibit the strongest influence on the structure 
of a protein owing to their high affinity for the protein backbone.112, 116-118 An exhaustive 
survey of the protein database yielded over 6000 proteins and protein complexes that 
exhibit a “halide motif”, i.e. “the interaction motif of a non-bonded halogen ion with two 
or more electrophiles simultaneously.” 119 Many of these examples of “halide motifs” 
result in the stabilization of the protein or protein complex. Furthermore, anions have 
been shown to induce refolding of misfolded proteins and protein complexes,120-121 and 
addition of a salt to an acid-unfolded protein induces refolding to a compact molten 
globule conformation.120  
In the field of mass spectrometry, the adduction of anions to positively charged 
peptide and protein ions was first noted by Chait et al., who suggested that anions 
adducted to the protein dissociate via loss of the neutral conjugate acid; this manifests in 
the mass spectrum as a lower average charge.122 It has recently been reported using IM-
MS that anion adducted protein ions can result in the preference for more compact 
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conformations.73 More recently, anion adduction to protein complexes has been shown 
to result in the stabilization of quaternary structure, whereby loss of the adducted anions 
and the concurrent partitioning of internal energy results in formation of complex ions 
having lower Eint.
74-75  
Here, we use collisional activation to expound on the retention of more native-
like protein conformations in the gas-phase upon chloride adduction. Ubiquitin (Ubq) 
has been extensively studied in both the solution as well as the solvent-free, gas-phase 
ion.25, 95 Furthermore, it has been previously reported that the addition of different salts 
to Ubq at neutral pH results in significant stabilization via anion binding.123 Using mild 
ESI conditions Ubq forms a large number of chloride adduct ions, thus it is an excellent 
model system for studies of the effects of chloride adduct ions on the protein conformer 
preference. Low charge states of Ubq ions formed by ESI from both neutral and acidic 
solutions are known to have CCS values similar to that of the native fold in solution,28-30 
and the effects of Eint on the conformer preference has been investigated using both ESI 
IM-MS and molecular dynamics simulations.29, 72, 96 The addition of methanol to 
acidified solutions of Ubq is known to induce formation of the denatured A-state.94, 96, 
105, 124-125  Here, methanol was used to investigate the effect(s) of differing solution-phase 
protein structure(s) on the retention of chloride adducts. The results clearly show that 
chloride adducts greatly increase the preference for more compact conformers. 
Specifically, the direct interaction of chloride with the protein results in significant 
stabilization of a more native-like protein conformation. 
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4.2. Experimental Methods 
4.2.1. Sample Preparation 
Bovine ubiquitin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in 18 MΩ 
water (Barnstead Easy Pure II, Thermo Scientific) and desalted using a Millipore 
centrifugal filter; after dilution, the final protein concentration was 10 µM. Each solution 
contained 0.1% Certified ACS Plus Grade hydrochloric acid (~12.6mM, Fisher 
Scientific, Pittsburg, PA, USA) in order to supply chloride anions in excess. HPLC grade 
methanol was purchased from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA).   
 
4.2.2. ESI-IM-MS 
A Waters Synapt G2 HDMS instrument (Manchester, UK) was used for all ESI 
IM-MS experiments, and all results reported were acquired in the positive ion mode. As 
previously described, instrument conditions can be tuned to preserve ions having low 
internal energy (Eint);
72 cooler instrument conditions are essential for retaining Ubq-
chloride adducts. The instrument conditions used were as follows: sample cone 10 V, 
extraction cone 1 V, trap bias 25 V, helium cell flow rate 200 mL/min, IMS nitrogen 
flow rate 50 mL/min.  The wave height and wave velocity in the TWIMS drift cell were 
20 V and 600 m/s, respectively. 
CCS values were calibrated as previously described.78 Theoretical isotope 
distributions were calculated using Data Explorer Version 4.3. The molecular formula of 
each protein-adduct ion was determined and used to calculate theoretical isotope 
distributions with which to verify the identity of each ion. 
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4.2.3. CID and CIU-IM-MS 
Collisional activation experiments were performed via collisions with 
background gas (argon) in the TWIG trap by changing the voltage drop between the end 
of the quadrupole and the beginning of the trap, as was described previously; note that a 
5 V difference was necessary for ion transmission and, as such, was the smallest voltage 
drop used.  Collision voltages are reported rather than collision energies because the 
number of collisions involved in the activation step is unknown. Two distinct collisional 
activation experiments were used. The first was performed following quadrupole mass 
selection of a chloride adducted Ubq ion population; the mass selected ions were 
collisionally activated, and the resulting mass spectrum and mobility profiles were 
acquired and analyzed for collision-induced dissociation (CID product ions) and 
collision-induced unfolding (CIU). The second collisional activation experiment 
involved no mass selection in the quadrupole, whereby all ions produced via ESI were 
transmitted, activated by collisions, and the post-activation ions were analyzed via 
TWIMS and MS with particular interest paid to CIU. 
 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
Recent molecular dynamics simulations have shed much light on how the 
presence of counter anions impacts a biomolecule’s conformational preference during 
and after the desolvation process. Consta et al. report the effect of Na+ and Cl- on the 
final charge state of a polyethylene glycol polymer; Cl-/Na+ clusters form, but only Na+ 
remains adducted to the polymer.126 In terms of biomolecules, Konermann and 
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coworkers have reported the effect of Na+ and Cl- on protein structure throughout 
desolvation.127 Collectively, these studies show how 1) ions remain adducted to a 
biomolecule despite desolvation, 2) a protein’s structure changes very little throughout 
desolvation despite the presence of ionic adducts, 3) anionic adducts are clustered 
around basic residues or cationic adducts, 4) Cl- facilitates intramolecular non-covalent 
interactions, and 5) cationic adducts associate with acidic residues or Cl- adducts.  Here, 
the model protein Ubq will be used to discuss each of these findings using H3O
+ and Cl-, 
as well as elaborate on the effects of ion adduction after desolvation. 
4.3.1. Ubq-chloride Adducts [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ Are Observed Using nESI-MS 
The ESI mass spectrum of acidified aqueous solutions of Ubq contains abundant 
ions of the type [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+. Figure 4.1 contains selected regions of the mass 
spectrum showing Ubq ions produced from HCl acidified water (0.1%, pH < 2) and 
60/40 (% v/v) methanol/water (0.1%, pH < 2). The formal charge states range from 5+ to 
13+ (see Figure 4.2 for full mass spectra).  Abundant ions of the type [M + nH + xCl](n-
x)+ are observed.  For example, the signal at m/z 1714 corresponds to the [M + 5H]5+ ion, 
and the signal at m/z 1721 corresponds to [M + 6H + Cl]5+ ions, i.e. [M + 6H]6+ ions plus 
a single Cl- adduct resulting in an overall charge state of 5+.  Ubq electrosprayed from 
HCl acidified methanol/water (60/40) solutions takes on more Cl- adducts than when 
electrosprayed from HCl acidified water. For example, the most abundant adduct ions in 
the distribution of 5+ charge state ions from water are the [M + 9H + 4Cl]5+, whereas the 
most abundant ions from the methanol/water solution are [M + 10H + 5Cl]5+. 
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Figure 4.1. Selected regions of the ESI mass spectra of HCl acidified Ubq (0.1% HCl in 
99.9% water (top black) and 60/40 methanol (bottom green)).  The notation above the 
peaks denotes n and x; [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+,  n – x = 5, 6, 7, and 8, (A - D).  The ions 
labeled with an asterisk denote ions containing both Cl- and water adducts. Reprinted 
with permission from 21. 
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Figure 4.2 Full mass spectra of Ubq acquired from 99.9% water / 0.1% formic acid (top) 
and 60% methanol / 39.9% water / 0.1% formic acid (bottom). Note that the lower 
charge state ion abundances are attenuated due to the partitioning of the signals across 
multiple ion populations, viz. [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ and [M + nH + xCl + yH2O]
(n-x)+ ions. 
The ion signals with m/z greater than 1200 Da are amplified by five to illustrate the 
distribution of ion signals. Reprinted with permission from 21. 
 
The effect of methanol on the solution phase structure of Ubq is well reported. 
Ubq is reported to occupy the A-state when in solution with greater than 40% methanol 
and a pH less than 2.94, 105, 128  The A-state of Ubq exhibits significantly more solvent 
accessible surface area due to the overall lack of a defined tertiary structure, the result of 
which are more basic and polar sites exposed to the solvent, i.e., more sites exposed that 
are amenable to Cl- adduction. Therefore, it is not unexpected that Ubq ions retain more 
Cl- adducts when electrosprayed from 60% methanol and a pH of 2. 
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4.3.2. [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ Ions Exhibit More Compact Conformations Than [M + 
nH]n+ Ions  
Williams et al. have previously reported that intermediate charge states of protein 
ions that exhibit more extended conformations adopt more compact conformations upon 
anion adduction; however, no effects were reported for Cl- adduction.20 Figure 4.3 
contains the CCS profiles of all [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions electrosprayed from 
water/0.1% HCl (black) and 60/39.9/0.1 (% v/v/v) methanol/water/HCl (green). As noted 
previously, Ubq ions populate three types of conformers – compact, intermediate, and 
extended – that fall in the range of CCS values of ~900 – 1000 Å2, ~1050 – 1350 Å2, and 
>1400 Å2, respectively.72 This same terminology will be used in the following 
discussion.   
The CCS profiles of all [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions electrosprayed from 
60/40/0.1% methanol/water/HCl (Figure 4.3, green) are similar to those for water 
(black); however, there is a distinct shift in the centroid of compact conformers. 
Clemmer et al. have previously suggested that this shift is evidence for the so-called A- 
state of Ubq, which has been detected in solutions of acidified methanol/water with a 
pH>2.96 Note that similar shifts for the compact conformer are observed for both 5+ and 
6+ ion populations. 
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Figure 4.3. CCS profiles of [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions from 0.1% HCl/99.9% water 
(black) and 60/40% methanol/water (green). The CCS profiles of A through D 
correspond to Ubq ions where n – x = 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. Reprinted with 
permission from 21. 
 
Chen et al. report instrument conditions at which the internal energy (Eint) of an 
ion can be minimized, thereby preserving more native-like conformers, using Ubq as an 
example.72  Using instrument tuning parameters that minimize collisional heating, [M + 
6H]6+ Ubq ions exhibit CCS profiles that indicate solely compact conformers. Varying 
the instrument conditions results in depopulation of the compact conformer populations 
in favor of intermediate and extended conformers; the instrument conditions used in this 
experiment result in an identical CCS profile for [M + 6H]6+ under the same 
conditions.72 The [M + 6H]6+ CCS profiles observed in this study are indicative of 
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relatively high Eint, whereas under the same instrumental conditions, the CCS profiles for 
[M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions clearly demonstrate an increased preference for more native-
like conformer populations with the retention of increasing numbers of Cl- adducts. 
Although compact conformers are not observed for [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions where (n-x) 
= 7 or 8 regardless of Cl- adduction, [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions do exhibit significantly 
depopulated extended conformers.  The CCS profile of the [M + 7H]7+ ion population 
indicates that the ions adopt both intermediate and extended conformations, and 
retention of Cl- adducts in the 7+ ion series results in an increased preference for 
intermediate conformers; the CCS profile of the [M + 9H + 2Cl]7+ ion in particular 
indicates almost exclusively intermediate conformers.   
The adduction of Cl- to a positively-charged Ubq ion results in the reduction of 
the total positive charge on the protein. For example, [M + 10H]10+ ions exhibit solely an 
extended conformation (see Figure 4.4), but the adduction of 5 Cl- to produce 5+ ions 
results in a CCS profile with almost exclusively compact conformers. This extreme 
transition indicates a significant decrease in coulombic repulsion that would otherwise 
result in significant unfolding. Due to the charge reduction induced by the adduction of 
an anion, the most abundant [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions are observed with low overall 
charge states. 
It should be noted that [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions could differ structurally from 
those produced from a solution with a different salt or without a salt; ion mobility may 
not have sufficient resolution to distinguish such similarly-sized proteins. In solution, the  
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Figure 4.4. CCS profiles of [M + nH]n+ ions using solution conditions of 0.1% HCl with 
99.9% water (black dash) and 60% methanol (solid green). Reprinted with permission 
from 21. 
 
effect of various salts on the structure of a protein has been well-studied and is broadly 
referred to as the Hofmeister effect.  The concentration of HCl used for these 
experiments (~12.6 mM) was much lower than the lower limit at which the Hofmeister 
series becomes relevant (hundreds of mM). However, the actual concentration of the salt 
in the final stages of the ESI process increases significantly. MDS simulations 
concerning the evolution of an ESI droplet containing both a protein and a salt shed 
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some light onto the dynamics of such a system.127, 129 Initially, fission events carry away 
both Na+ and Cl-, further reducing the concentration of the Cl-. After droplet fission, Cl- 
does not leave the droplet; consequently, subsequent water evaporation dramatically 
increased the concentration of the anion in the droplet. Furthermore, MDS simulations 
have found that the pH of the droplet varies significantly throughout the desolvation  
process.130 Therefore, the protein could refold in the late stages of desolvation due to 
Hofmeister or pH effects. 
Hamada et al. have previously reported that after acid-induced unfolding, high 
salt concentration induces the formation of the compact molten globule state of apo-
myoglobin and cytochrome c.120 It has been previously determined that Ubq does not 
exhibit acid-induced unfolding in aqueous solution; as such it would not be expected that 
Ubq would undergo the same folding pathway as the cited proteins. However, the 
addition of acid to Ubq in a methanolic solution clearly results in acid-induced unfolding 
to the A-state; therefore, it is possible that the high concentration of anions in the final 
stages of electrospray ionization could induce the formation of a molten globule 
conformation. A molten globule state by definition exhibits significant exposure of side-
chains and as such would be similarly amenable to Cl- adduction. Note that no changes 
in the CCS centroids but rather changes to the relative abundance of each conformer 
population are observed. Interestingly, [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions produced from 
water/acid and methanol/acid show similar trends in conformer preference. 
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4.3.3. Cl- Ions are Associated with Amine/Amide Moieties – the CID of HCl 
Chait et al. have previously reported charge reduction in the presence of anions; 
the authors claim that the anions adduct to the peptide or protein and dissociate as the 
neutral conjugate acid.122 Figure 4.5 contains the mass spectra of Ubq ions after mass 
selection of [M + 9H + 3Cl]6+ ions are subjected to low energy collisional activation (see 
Section 3.2 for details) thereby inducing successive loss of HCl.  Note that the black 
traces (Figure 4.5A, upper spectrum) were acquired using the lowest possible collision 
voltages (5V). Increasing the collision voltage, (Figure 4.5A, lower spectrum) increases 
the abundance of product ions from HCl loss. Collision voltages greater than 20 V are 
sufficient to completely dissociate all Cl- adducts to the [M + 6H]6+ ion (data not 
shown). Collisional activation of the mass-selected [M + 9H + 3Cl]6+ Ubq ion 
population clearly demonstrates the facile dissociation of HCl under transmission 
conditions. A change in charge state was not observed upon collisional activation of [M 
+ nH  + xCl](n-x)+ ions indicating that the dissociation product was the neutral acid. 
Halides have been shown to associate with/cluster around basic residues; moreover, Cl- 
can form stable backbone interactions with amide moieties of the protein backbone.131  
Both instances would result in the dissociation of HCl upon collisional activation. 
Furthermore, Zhou et al. report that when Cl- hydrogen bonds to an ammonium ion, the 
bond length between the Cl- and an ammonium proton is significantly shorter than the 
N-H ammonium bond.132 Thus it comes as no surprise that collisional activation of an 
ammonium-Cl- interaction should result in loss of HCl. 
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Figure 4.5. (A) The MS-MS mass spectra for [M + 9H + 3Cl]6+ ions taken using two 
different collision energies which leads to collision-induced dissociation by loss of HCl. 
The upper spectra were acquired using the lowest possible collisional heating conditions 
while maintaining good ion transmission (5V, see Experimental Section for details). (B) 
A comparison of CCS profiles for ions produced by loss of HCl from mass selected [M 
+ 9H + 3Cl]6+ (solid) and without mass selection ion (dashed). Reprinted with 
permission from 21. 
 
Ruotolo et al. suggested that anion dissociation upon collisional activation, 
particularly Cl-, will stabilize a protein complex; i.e. the dissociation of the anion 
carrying away excess energy is responsible for maintaining a low Eint.
74 The CCS 
profiles for [M + nH xCl](n-x)+ ions produced via dissociation of HCl from the [M + 9H + 
3Cl]6+ ion are shown; the CCS profiles of [M + nH xCl](n-x)+ ions acquired without 
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quadrupole mass selection are shown overlaid for comparison (see Figure 4.5B). The 
similarity between these CCS profiles indicates that conformer preference is independent 
of parent ion identity. If the dissociation of HCl carries away excess energy, then 
subsequent collisions obfuscate that effect. The number of Cl- adducts retained by the 
protein and the degree of collisional activation are the determining factors for the CCS 
profiles of [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions, i.e., the identity of the parent ion is irrelevant to the 
final conformer preference of the protein. Upon loss of HCl, the protein ions are more 
prone to collision induced unfolding resulting in an increase in heat induced 
conformational diversity. 
4.3.4. Strong Noncovalent Interactions Induce Resistance to Unfolding – Preserving 
More Compact Conformers  
Williams and coworkers proposed that the Cl- is likely participating in salt 
bridging which is responsible for more compact [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ conformer ions;73 
we assert that this is an oversimplification of the potential interactions between the 
protein and Cl-. Williams et al. later reported that halides participate in ionic hydrogen 
bonds with a peptide, the strength of which was directly proportional to anion gas-phase 
basicity and indirectly proportional to the gas-phase basicity of the ammonium groups; 
furthermore, Cl- participated in an ammonium–Cl-–ammonium complex, where the 
ammonium held the proton more closely than the anion.133 In addition, the possibility of 
Cl-–backbone interactions, as mentioned previously,131 could result in basic-side-chain–
Cl-–backbone amide ionic hydrogen bonds. Due to differences in proton affinity, a single 
ionic hydrogen bond between an amine group and Cl- would simply result in dissociation 
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of HCl; however, multiple ionic hydrogen bonds would be much more stabilizing and 
more difficult to dissociate. Warnke et al. claim that side-chain – backbone interactions 
destabilize the protein in the gas-phase by disrupting the hydrogen bond network of the 
protein.134 Conversely, Zhou et al. report that these “halide motifs” can stabilize the 
native-fold of a protein;119 specifically, the concerted stabilization energy of a “halide 
motif” in the gas phase can exceed 100 kcal/mol.41 A broad range of stabilization 
energies for ionic hydrogen bonds are reported, i.e., ~5-35 kcal/mol;135 the increased 
stabilization attributed to a “halide motif” is the product of the concerted stabilization via 
multiple noncovalent interactions. In effect, Cl- adduction “stitches” together regions of 
the protein, which increases the energy necessary for the protein to unfold. 
Collisional activation of [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions results in not only loss of HCl, 
but also collision induced unfolding (CIU) (see heat maps in Figure 4.6). The formation 
of strong non-covalent interactions is further supported by the resistance of [M + nH + 
xCl](n-x)+ ions to CIU; [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions retain relatively more compact 
conformers than [M + nH]n+ ions after CIU. Mild CIU of the [M + nH]6+ ion population 
is sufficient to completely depopulate the compact conformer, indicating loss of the 
native-like conformer. Where x = 1 or 2, the relative percentage of the 5+ and 6+ Ubq 
populations that undergoes collisional unfolding is similar for the [M + nH]n+ and [M + 
nH + xCl](n-x)+ ions. Most interestingly, [M + 10H + 4Cl]6+, [M + 8H + 1Cl]7+, and [M + 
9H + 2Cl]7+ ions do not exhibit CIU; specifically, [M + 10H + 4Cl]6+ ions appear to 
hinder formation of intermediate conformers, and the [M + 8H + 1Cl]7+ and  
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Figure 4.6. Heat maps showing the effect of collisional activation on the CCS profiles of 
[M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ Ubq ions with a total charge of 5+, 6+, and 7+ (A-C, respectively). 
Quadrupole mass selection was not used in this experiment, see Experimental for details. 
The CCS profiles observed using a collision voltage of 5V is shown to the left of each 
heat map for detail. Note that the [M + 5H]5+ is not observed in appreciable abundance 
without collisional induced dissociation of HCl from [M + nH + xCl]5+ ions. Reprinted 
with permission from 21. 
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[M + 9H + 2Cl]7+ ions appear to hinder formation of extended conformers. For these 
ions, the Cl- appears to be stabilizing the compact 5+/6+ ions and intermediate 7+ Ubq 
ions. This stabilization of the more compact conformers is indicative of coordinated 
interaction between Cl- and multiple sites on the protein, i.e., “halide motif”. Overall, the 
results indicate that these interactions “stitch” together the backbone of the protein into a 
compact conformation that resists unfolding to a more extended conformation. 
4.3.5. Cl- Facilitates the Retention of Water Adducts 
In all previous studies, both experimental and computational, concerning the 
impact of counter anions on the ESI process and subsequent conformational preference 
of a protein, either Na+ or NH4
+ was used in conjunction with the anion. In terms of the 
Hofmeister series, it has been claimed that anions have a more direct interaction with the 
protein and, consequently, a more dramatic effect on conformational preference; 
however, any potential influence of the cation cannot be ruled out. In fact, Na+ was 
shown to directly bind to the macromolecule.127, 129 In order to examine the effect of the 
anion alone on conformational preference, HCl was chosen to supply Cl-; as stated 
previously, acidification has little to no effect on the conformational preference of Ubq 
unless the solution is >40% methanol. 
A second series of ions (denoted by *) is observed from aqueous Ubq solutions 
and have thus far not been discussed; the most abundant ions of this series is observed of 
5+ Ubq ions (Figure 4.1A). The ions of this series are shifted by 18 Daltons relative to 
the Cl- adduct ions. These ions are assigned as H2O/H3O
+ adducts, [M + nH + xCl]5+ •  
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Figure 4.7. Plot showing the relative abundance of [M + nH + xCl]5+ ions vs. the 
abundance of [M + nH + xCl + yH2O]
5+ for different numbers of Cl- adducts (x). 
Reprinted with permission from 21. 
 
 (H2O)i.  Note that the water adduct ions are observed in lower abundance in the 
methanol/water solutions, as would be expected since the water content is reduced. The 
identity of all [M + nH + xCl + yH2O]
5+ ions was verified using calculated theoretical 
isotope distributions. As shown in Figure 4.7, there is a direct correlation between the 
number of Cl- adducts and the relative abundance of Ubq ions with both Cl- and water 
adducts. This implies that Cl- adduction facilitates the retention of the water adduct. 
These results suggest that either the water/hydronium v ion is directly bound to a Cl-  
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Figure 4.8. CCS profiles of [M + nH + xCl + yH2O]
6+ ions where x = 0-4 (A-E 
respectively) and where y = 0 (black) and y = 1 (blue). Reprinted with permission from 
21. 
 
adduct (as in the aforementioned simulations127), the interaction between a water 
molecule and the protein is strengthened by the presence of Cl-, or the Cl- adduct 
facilitates the formation of a cavity from which the water cannot escape. The adduction 
of water had no effect on the ion CCS distribution; CCS profiles of water/ Cl-adducted 
ions are identical to the ion population directly preceding it (see Figure 4.8 for [M + nH 
+ xCl + yH2O]
6+ ion CCS profiles; note that [M + 5H]5+ ions are already compact and as 
such would not be expected to change conformation upon adduction). The fact that the 
presence of water adducts appears to have no impact on conformational preference 
supports the possibility that the water adducts are associating with the Cl- adducts as 
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reported by the simulations. Further-more, this finding supports the assumption that 
H3O
+ has minimal effect on the conformational preference of Ubq; Cl- is responsible for 
all previously discussed observations. 
 
4.4. Conclusions 
In this study, we have sought to understand how the presence of counter anions 
impacts the conformational preference of the model protein Ubq after desolvation. From 
the results of the aforementioned Na+/Cl-/Ubq theoretical desolvation study,127 it would 
be expected that Ubq should adduct many more Cl- and H3O
+ ions than that observed in 
this study. The deficiency in ion adduction is easily explained by the facile dissociation 
of Cl- observed using MS-MS; adducts not participating in direct interactions with the 
protein may be more easily dissociated still than those that are directly forming ionic 
hydrogen bonds. Because only dissociation of HCl is observed, it can be assumed that 
those ions retained are directly bound to the protein. This study has shown that if the 
protein retains those Cl- adducts, then the protein exhibits a more native-like 
conformation and resists collisional unfolding. In effect, the adduction of Cl- decreases 
the effect of coulombic repulsion and the “web-like” coordinated interactions between 
the anion and the protein stabilizes the “native-like” structure of the protein.  Analogous 
to the use of Cl- for crystallizing a protein to facilitate x-ray crystallographic analysis, Cl- 
participates in a lattice network of coordinated interactions that “freezes” the protein in 
its native-like state, despite transfer from solution into the gas-phase and collisional 
activation. 
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5. CHLORIDE ADDUCTION TO K48-LINKED DIUBIQUITIN INDUCES 
PRESERVATION OF MORE “NATIVE-LIKE” CONFORMATIONS AND 
INCREASED GAS-PHASE STABILITY 
 
5.1. Introduction 
Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) has established a foothold 
in the field of structural biology, especially with the use of other MS techniques such as 
tandem MS, hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX), chemical foot-printing, and the 
integration of ion mobility (i.e. ESI-IM-MS). ESI-IM-MS in particular provides the 
ability to separate ions on the basis of size-to-charge in the form of ion-neutral collision 
cross sections (CCS), a measure of the rotationally averaged 3-dimensional shape of the 
ion. Due to the fact that ESI-IM-MS is an inherently gas-phase technique, the 
relationship between the IM CCS measurement and the solution-phase conformational 
preference remains a large concern in the field; stated differently, “…for how long, 
under what conditions, and to what extent, can solution structure be retained without 
solvent?”65 Current opinion suggests that evaporative cooling63, 66-68 and the formation of 
intramolecular interactions in the late stages of desolvation46 provide a route for 
capturing solvent-free “native-like” conformations despite transfer into the gas phase.69 
However, the retention of said “native-like” conformation is highly dependent upon the 
degree of collisional activation experienced by the ion in transmission through the 
instrument and the resulting increasing in ion internal energy (Eint).
71-72   
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Anion adduction has been shown to result in the preference for more compact 
conformations of protein ions21, 73 and the stabilization of protein complexes.74-75 Han et 
al. suggest that dissociation of anion adducts from protein complexes results in lower 
average Eint inducing not conformational stabilization, but instead minimizing the effect 
of collisional activation.74-75 We have previously shown that Cl- adduct ions impart a 
significant degree of gas-phase stabilization to compact conformers of the model protein 
ubiquitin (Ubq).21 Halides have been shown to associate with/cluster around basic 
residues, and Cl- can form stable backbone interactions with amide moieties of the 
protein backbone;131 therefore, in the case of Ubq, we claim instead that the complex 
network of intermolecular interactions between the protein and Cl- adducts stabilizes the 
“native-like” structure and prevents unfolding in the gas phase.21 However, ESI-IM-MS 
provides only a single parameter with which to deduce differences structure,10 and the 
possibility remains that the observed anion adduction induced preference for more 
compact conformers is not the result of retention of “native-like” structure, but instead 
anion adduction induced conformational collapse to an alternative compact conformer.  
Ubq participates in a diverse array of bioactivities as defined by its oligomeric 
state, connected through an isopeptide bond between the C-terminal carboxyl group of 
an Ubq subunit and the amino group of either the N-terminus or a lysine side-chain of 
another Ubq subunit. These Ubq oligomers vary in terms of covalent linkage site, 
branching, and homo/heterogeneity resulting in unique quaternary structures, available 
binding motifs, and bioactivities; however, the tertiary structure of each Ubq subunit 
remains largely unchanged.5 The most common linkage site, through K48,64 is integral to 
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cellular function and immune response in that K48-linked tetraUbq tags misfolded 
proteins and antigens for proteosomal degradation in the 26S proteosome.36, 41-42 K48-
linked diUbq has been previously reported to adopt two distinct conformer types, 
“closed” conformers forming hydrophobic interfacial interactions between the I44 
hydrophobic patch (L8, I44, and V70) of each subunit, and “open” conformers wherein 
the I44 patches are exposed and primarily electrostatic interactions between the subunits 
are observed.34, 37, 53 These two conformational families exist in a dynamic equilibrium 
that will shift to preference for the “open” conformations at low pH. 12, 31  
We have previously reported that ESI-IM-MS alone is insufficient with current 
resolution limits to differentiate the quaternary structures of diUbq ions covalently-
linked through different lysine side chains despite that their reported structures are very 
different; however, the collisional activation technique termed collision induced 
unfolding (CIU) was found to be capable of this differentiation.86 CIU is the sequential 
gas-phase collisional activation of solvent-free ions resulting in an increase in Eint and 
subsequent denaturation. Consequently, a CIU fingerprint can be acquired relating to the 
ion’s noncovalent inter/intramolecular interactions. For example, CIU has been applied 
to examine differences in protein complex interfaces, intramolecular interactions, and 
lipid and anion binding induced stabilization.7, 15-21 K48-linked diUbq in particular 
exhibits a unique CIU fingerprint characteristic of its I44/I44 interfacial interactions.86 
Upon collisional activation, K48-linked diUbq ions exhibit gradual unfolding rather than 
the distinct conformational transitions observed of other linkage type diUbq ions.86 
When the possibility for I44/I44 interfacial interactions is perturbed using solvent 
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induced unfolding, K48-linked diUbq ions no longer undergo gradual unfolding, but 
instead transition through distinct intermediates observed of other linkage type diUbq 
ions (See Section 3 for details). Here we investigate the ability of chloride adduct ions to 
increase the gas-phase stability of more “native-like” conformations of K48-linked 
diUbq using ESI-IM-MS and CIU. Furthermore, the previously discussed unique CIU 
fingerprint of protonated diUbq ions can be used to differentiate retention of more 
“native-like” conformers vs. an alternative conformation upon Cl- adduction. 
 
5.2. Experimental Methods 
5.2.1. Sample Preparation  
K48-linked diubiquitin was purchased from R&D Systems Inc. (Minneapolis, 
MN, USA) and was used without further purification. The protein was dissolved in 18 
MΩ water (Barnstead Easy Pure II, Thermo Scientific) and stored at -20°C for later use. 
All solutions containing HCl were prepared with a final concentration of 10 μM protein, 
10 mM of hydrochloric acid (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA, USA), and either water or 
50% water/50% methanol. Formic acid containing solutions were prepared with a final 
concentration of 10µM protein, 0.1% formic acid, and either 99.9% water or 49.9% 
water/50% methanol. Ammonium acetate buffered solutions were prepared with a final 
concentration of 10µM protein and 25mM ammonium acetate in water (pH adjusted to 
~7.4). 
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5.2.2. ESI-IM-MS  
A Waters Synapt G2 HDMS instrument (Manchester, UK) was used for all ESI 
IM-MS experiments, and all results reported were acquired in the positive ion mode. As 
previously described, instrument conditions can be tuned to preserve ions having low 
internal energy (Eint);
72 cooler instrument conditions are essential for retaining ubiquitin-
halide adducts. The instrument conditions used were as follows: sample cone, 10V; 
extraction cone, 1V; trap bias, 25 V; API gas flows, off; helium cell flow rate, 200 
mL/min; IMS nitrogen flow rate, 60 mL/min; TWIMS wave height, 20V; TWIMS wave 
velocity, 300 m/s. CCS values were calibrated as previously described.78 Theoretical 
isotope distributions were calculated using Data Explorer Version 4.3. The molecular 
formula of each protein-adduct ion was determined and used to calculate theoretical 
isotope distributions with which to verify the identity of each ion. 
5.2.3. ESI-CA-IM-MS  
Collisional activation was induced by changing the voltage drop between the exit 
of the quadrupole and the entrance to the TWIG-trap region filled with the collision gas 
argon. Note that a 4 V drop was necessary to maintain transmission through the trap and 
transfer regions and will be referred to as low collision energy. In order to adjust the 
relative collisional activation of the different adduct ions for differences in analyte ion 
mass, collision energies are reported as center-of-mass frame collision energy (CEcom) 
calculated as: 
𝐶𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑚 = 𝑞𝑉
𝑚𝐴𝑟
𝑚𝐴𝑟+𝑚𝑖𝑜𝑛
                                     (1) 
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where q is the ion’s charge, V the accelerating voltage, mAr the mass of the collision gas, 
and mion the mass of the analyte ion. 
CIU is commonly depicted in the form of heat maps showing changes in CCS as 
a function of collision energy; however, collisional activation also induces the 
dissociation of the adduct ions as the neutral conjugate acid.21, 122 Consequently, CIU 
heat maps of the [Ubq + nH + xX](n-x)+ ions are difficult to interpret. To better facilitate 
interpretation, the “weighted centroid” of the CCS profile of each adduct ion at each 
collision energy was calculated using Equation 2:  
𝐶𝐶𝑆 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 =
∑(𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑖∗𝑅𝐴𝑖)
∑ 𝑅𝐴𝑖
                             (2) 
where CCSi and RAi are the CCS value and relative abundance of each data point in the 
CCS profile. 
 
5.3. Results and Discussion 
5.3.1. K48-linked diUbq-Chloride Adducts Ions Are Observed Using nESI-MS  
In Section 4, we have shown that monoUbq electrosprayed from HCl acidified 
solution produces abundant Cl- adducted protein ions; furthermore, the number of Cl- 
adducts increases upon solvent induced denaturation.21 Chloride adducted ions are 
similarly observed of K48-linked diUbq ions. Figure 5.1 shows the full ESI mass 
spectra of K48-linked diUbq ions acquired from various solution conditions, and Figure 
5.2 shows selected regions of the mass spectra showing K48-linked diUbq ions produced 
from HCl acidified solutions for various charge states. Mass spectra of K48-linked  
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Figure 5.1. Full mass spectra of K48-linked diUbq acquired from (A) water, 0.1% 
formic acid, (B) 50% methanol, water, 0.1% formic acid, (C) water, 0.1% HCl, and (D) 
50% methanol, water, 0.1% HCl.  
 
diUbq ions acquired from solutions containing hydrochloric acid demonstrate abundant 
ions of the type [M + nH + xCl](n-x)+ to be abbreviated as K48-diUbq(n-x)+ (See Figure 
5.2). K48-linked diUbq ions acquired from formic acid and ammonium acetate buffered 
solutions are observed of the form K48-[diUbq + nH]n+ (to be abbreviated as K48-
diUbqn+).  
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Upon addition of >40% methanol to acidic solution (pH ~ 2), monoUbq is known 
to populate the “denatured” A-state conformation, wherein part of the N-terminal portion 
of the β-sheet is retained, but the rest of the structure is in a flexible conformation with a 
high degree of α-helical character.24, 105-107 Similarly to that observed of monoUbq ions, 
K48-linked diUbq acquired from HCl acidified 50% methanolic solutions demonstrate a 
higher degree of Cl- adduction than that of K48-linked diUbq acquired from HCl 
acidified aqueous solution (see Figure 5.2). This trend is most apparent of lower charge 
state ions, and becomes less pronounced with increasing charge state. Note that the 
abundance of the lower charge states in the spectrum acquired from HCl acidified 
methanolic solution is significantly lower than that observed of HCl acidified aqueous 
solution resulting in poor signal-to-noise (see full mass spectra in Figure 5.1). 
It is well known that ESI-MS charge state distributions can be correlated to protein 
conformational preference.98-99 That is, the charge state of a protein in the ESI mass 
spectrum is related to the solvent accessible surface area (SASA), as related to solvent 
exposure of basic/acidic residues and the presence of intramolecular interactions.100-102 
For, example, the mass spectra acquired of monoUbq from denaturing acidic/methanolic 
solution shows a broad distribution of high charge state ions consistent with the 
increased SASA of the A-state conformation.30, 94As noted in Section 3, K48-linked 
diUbq acquired from water/formic acid solution demonstrate a relatively narrow 
distribution of high abundance, low charge state ions (10-11+) indicative of a large 
population of “native-like” ion conformations, and a broad distribution of low  
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Figure 5.2. Selected regions of the ESI mass spectra of HCl acidified K48-linked diUbq 
showing protein/adduct ion distributions with charge states of 8+ through 14+ (A-G, 
respectively) acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% HCl (black) and 49.9% water/50% 
methanol/0.1% HCl (red). Note that the x-axis has been adjusted to show the number of 
chloride adducts (x) rather than m/z for ease of comparison. 
 
abundance, high charge states (13 –25+) (see Figure 3.1). The full mass spectrum of 
K48-linked diUbq ions acquired from HCl acidified aqueous solution initially suggests a 
high degree of denaturation; however, the increased Cl- adduction observed of lower 
charge state ions results in artificial signal attenuation because the ion signal is 
partitioned across increasing numbers of ion signals. Interestingly, the abundance of the 
9+, 8+, and even the 7+ populations of K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions is higher than those charge 
states of K48-diUbqn+ ions acquired from formic acid solution. This could be indicative 
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of decreased SASA due to a more compact conformation or possibly that Cl- adduct ions 
form noncovalent bonds with exposed basic side-chains, decreasing their solvent 
accessibility for protonation.  Furthermore, in Section 4 we noted that collisional 
activation of Ubq-Cl adduct ions results in dissociation of the neutral conjugate acid 
(HCl). Chait et al.122 and Kim et al.46 have also noted a similar result, but also reported 
that the adduction and subsequent dissociation of the neutral acid results in a shift to 
lower average charge states in the mass spectrum, i.e. charge reduction.  
The addition of 50% methanol to formic acid acidified solution induces a shift to a 
broad distribution of high charge states of K48-linked diUbq centered at the 18+ charge 
state (Figure 5.1A vs. B). The average charge state of K48-diUbq ions acquired from 
HCl acidified methanolic conditions is higher than that produced from aqueous solution 
as consistent with methanol induced denaturation and increased SASA (Figure 5.1C vs. 
D). However, the average charge state observed from HCl acidified methanolic solution 
is lower than that observed from formic acid acidified solution; more specifically, the 
narrower charge state distribution for hydrochloric vs. formic acid solutions suggests 
depopulation of the highest charge states. The observed increase in Cl- adduction upon 
addition of methanol is consistent with increased exposure of Cl- binding sites due to the 
increased SASA. Interestingly, the degree of Cl- adduction becomes increasingly similar 
with increasing charge state despite the use of denaturing conditions. This similarity in 
Cl- adduct distributions observed of higher charge state ions (> 12+) acquired from both 
solutions suggests those ions demonstrate similar exposure of Cl- binding sites and are 
likely more representative of largely unfolded ion populations.  
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5.3.2. K48- diUbq(n-x)+ Ions Populate More Compact Conformers When Compared to 
K48-diUbqn+ Ions 
We have previously shown that Cl- adduction to monoUbq results in the 
preservation of more compact conformers due to increased resistance to gas-phase 
unfolding; however, the structure of this compact conformer remains open to speculation 
due to the limited local structural information provided by ESI-IM-MS analysis. The low 
energy CCS profiles of protonated K48-linked diUbq ions have been discussed 
previously (See Section 3, see the top row of Figure 5.3). Briefly, the CCS profile of 
K48-diUbq9+ ions suggests two conformational families with CCS values of ~1750 Å2 
(most similar to the theoretical CCS values calculated via MOBCAL for previously 
reported structures of K48-linked diUbq in solution) and ~1500 Å2 (attributed to an acid-
induced molten globule conformer population). As the charge state increases (< 13+), 
the CCS profiles are increasingly broad, suggesting a high degree of heterogeneity, and 
shift to larger CCS values, suggesting little resemblance to the solution phase 
conformation. High charge state ions (≥ 13+) demonstrate very narrow CCS profiles of 
extended conformers that likely represent gas-phase equilibrium conformations. 
The low energy CCS profiles of all K48-diUbq(n-x) ions exhibit CCS profiles with 
increased abundance of more compact conformers, some not observed of K48-diUbqn+ 
ions (Figure 5.3). The CCS profiles of 9+ K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions suggest an increasing 
preference for the ~1500 Å2 conformation (for example see the K48-diUbq(18-9)+ ion 
CCS profile). This may suggest a preference for an acid-induced molten globule  
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Figure 5.3. CCS profiles of K48-[diUbq + nH]n+ acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% 
formic acid (top, FA) and CCS profiles of K48-[diUbq + nH + xCl](n-x)+ acquired from 
99.9% water/0.1% HCl (labeled as “+ xHCl”). Note that all CCS profiles are reported 
with minimal instrumental collisional energy. 
 
conformation based upon previous assignments; however, this lower CCS is very similar 
to that of the compact conformers observed of 8+ K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions. The diUbq8+ 
ion is not observed in sufficient abundance when acquired from formic acid solution, but 
is observed when acquired from ammonium acetate buffered solution (see Figure 2.7). 
The CCS profiles of the 7+, 8+, and 9+ charge states of K48-diUbq acquired from  
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Figure 5.4. CCS profiles of the 7+, 8+, and 9+ charge states of K48-diUbq acquired 
from 25mM ammonium acetate solution, and the CCS profile of the chloride adducted 
K48-diUbq(19-11)+ ion with an 8+ charge state acquired from 0.1% hydrochloric acid 
solution. 
 
buffered solution is shown with the highly chloride adducted K48-diUbq(19-11)+ ion CCS 
profile for comparison (see Figure 5.4). The CCS profile of K48-diUbq8+ ions acquired 
from buffered solution suggests two conformer populations with CCS values of ~1500 
Å2 and ~1700 Å2. Despite that the K48-diUbq(19-11)+ ion has an overall charge of 8+, the 
CCS profile of this ion population is superimposable upon the CCS profile of K48-
diUbq7+ ions and the more compact conformers of K48-diUbq8+ ions of acquired from 
buffered solution.  A similar phenomenon is observed of the 10+ charge state of K48-
diUbq(n-x)+ ions wherein conformer populations with CCS values of ~1500 Å2 and ~1780 
Å2 are observed of K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions with a high degree of Cl- adduction. These 
conformers are more abundant with increasing numbers of Cl- adducts. This suggests 
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that Cl- adduction induces the preference for conformers with a similar CCS to the lower 
charge states suggesting increased retention of the more “native-like” conformers.  
The higher charge states of K48-linked diUbq are much less likely to resemble 
the “native-like” conformers in solution due to the increased coulombic repulsion and 
collisional activation. Chloride adducted K48-linked diUbq ions with higher charge 
states (> 10+) exhibit more narrowed CCS profiles than their K48-diUbqn+ counterparts 
suggesting a decrease in conformational heterogeneity. For example, the CCS profiles of 
11+ K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions suggests the preference for distinct conformers (CCS ~2000 Å2 
and ~2250 Å2) rather than the broad distribution observed of K48-diUbq11+ ions. The 
observed larger CCS values suggest that the ions have undergone sufficient collisional 
activation to result in unfolding. Bartman, et al. have previously reported molecular 
dynamics simulation results that suggest that Ca2+ adducted Ubq ions undergo 
conformational inversion upon collisional activation, wherein the more hydrophobic 
protein side-chains typically buried within the hydrophobic core are exposed to vacuum 
and the adduct ions/more polar side-chains are buried within the protein’s core.136 The 
higher charge states of K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions may populate more compact conformers 
than their K48-diUbqn+, but the increased collisional activation and coulombic repulsion 
inherent to these higher charge states may be indicative of a similar effect to that 
reported by Bartman et al., rather than preservation of more “native-like” conformations. 
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5.3.3. K48-diUbq(n-x)+ Ions Demonstrate Increased Gas-Phase Stability when 
Compared to K48-diUbqn+ Ions 
Collisional activation studies provide a means to examine differences in the gas-
phase potential energy surface en route to gas-phase equilibrium conformation(s) 
providing a more detailed analysis of differences in noncovalent interactions and relative 
stabilities. Furthermore, CIU was used in Section 4 to evaluate the gas-phase stabilities 
of Cl- adducted monoUbq ions. Here, the results of collisional activation of K48-diUbq(n-
x)+ ions for the 8+ through 12+ charge state ions are compiled in CIU heat maps shown in 
Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9, respectively. Note that 
the relative abundance of each K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ion at each collision energy level is 
normalized to the most abundant K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ion of that charge state and collision 
energy; consequently, in each charge state series of K48-diUbq(n-x)+ CIU heat maps, the 
sequential dissociation of neutral HCl can be observed upon collisional activation. 
However, the appearance and disappearance of each K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ion makes 
discussion of conformational changes (i.e. CIU) more difficult. Consequently, Figure 
5.10A-B, a compilation the relative abundance and weighted CCS centroid values 
calculated for each diUbq(n-x)+ ion at each collision energy, will be used to aid in the 
discussion of CIU results.  
CIU of various diUbqn+ ions was previously reported in Section 3. Briefly, the 
CIU profiles of K48-diUbqn+ are distinctly different from K6-, K11-, and K63-diUbqn+ 
ions; K48-diUbqn+ ions undergo smooth, gradual transitions to the more extended  
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Figure 5.5. CIU heat maps of K48-[diUbq + 8H]8+ (denoted AA 8+) acquired from 
25mM ammonium acetate buffered solution and all K48-[diUbq + nH + xCl]8+ ions 
acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% HCl (denoted by the adduct ion’s (n-x) value). 
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Figure 5.6. CIU heat maps of K48-[diUbq + 9H]9+ (denoted FA 9+) acquired from 
99.9% water/0.1% formic acid and all K48-[diUbq + nH + xCl]9+ ions acquired from 
99.9% water/0.1% HCl (denoted by the adduct ion’s (n-x) value). 
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Figure 5.7. CIU heat maps of K48-[diUbq + 10H]10+ (denoted FA 10+) acquired from 
99.9% water/0.1% formic acid and all K48-[diUbq + nH + xCl]10+ ions acquired from 
99.9% water/0.1% HCl (denoted by the adduct ion’s (n-x) value). 
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Figure 5.8. CIU heat maps of K48-[diUbq + 11H]11+ (denoted FA 11+) acquired from 
99.9% water/0.1% formic acid and all K48-[diUbq + nH + xCl]11+ ions acquired from 
99.9% water/0.1% HCl (denoted by the adduct ion’s (n-x) value). 
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Figure 5.9. CIU heat maps of K48-[diUbq + 12H]12+ (denoted FA 12+) acquired from 
99.9% water/0.1% formic acid and all K48-[diUbq + nH + xCl]12+ ions acquired from 
99.9% water/0.1% HCl (denoted by the adduct ion’s (n-x) value). 
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Figure 5.10. (A) Relative abundance of each K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ion where the overall 
charge states are 8-12+ from top to bottom. (B) calculated weighted CCS centroid values 
of K48-diUbqn+ ions (black dash, open circle) and K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions (solid line, solid 
circle) as a function of center-of-mass frame collision energy. (C) calculated weighted 
CCS centroid values of K48- and K63-diUbqn+ ions acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% 
formic acid 
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conformers, whereas the other linkage types demonstrate interconversion through 
distinct intermediate conformers. The CIU profiles for K48-diUbq8+ ions acquired from 
ammonium acetate solution and CIU profiles for the 9+ through 12+ charge states of 
K48-diUbq ions acquired from formic acid solution are also included for comparison. 
These results have been similarly compiled into plots of weighted CCS centroid values 
calculated for K48- and K63-diUbqn+ ions for direct comparison to K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions 
(See Figure 5.10C). 
The CIU profile of K48-diUbq8+ ions acquired from ammonium acetate solution 
suggests gradual unfolding reaching a CCS of ~1920 Å2, followed by a distinct 
transition to the gas-phase equilibrium conformation (~2150 Å2). As previously noted, 
8+ charge state K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions exhibit an increasingly narrow distribution of 
compact conformers (CCS of ~1500 Å2) with each additional adduct, demonstrated in 
Figure 5.10B as an incremental decrease in the weighted CCS centroid with the addition 
of each adduct. CIU results suggest that this compact conformer is preserved across a 
range of collision energies (Figure 5.5). The CCS of ~1780 Å2 is not observed in 
appreciable abundance of the most highly adducted K48-diUbq21-13+, diUbq20-12+, and 
diUbq19-11+ ions. This suggests that these diUbq(n-x)+ ions are depopulated at lower 
energy than that required to populate the more extended conformer, or the large number 
of chloride adducts form ionic hydrogen bonds and/or salt bridges preventing unfolding 
to this larger conformer. Subsequent collisional activation results primarily in 
dissociation of the adduct ions, but also in CIU (see Figure 5.10B). Ultimately, the CCS 
of diUbq8-0+ ions settles upon a similar CCS to that of diUbq8+ ions acquired from 
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buffered solution, followed by a distinct transition to a gas-phase equilibrium 
conformation, but only after a higher collision energy than that required to populate a 
similar CCS of diUbq8+ ions from buffered solution. Interestingly, the most extended 
conformer is not populated unless all Cl- adducts have dissociated, suggesting that either 
the energy required to produce this extended conformer is greater than the energy 
required for dissociation of all Cl- adducts, or the Cl- adduct(s) prevents population of 
this extended conformation via stabilizing intermolecular interactions. This very similar 
unfolding pattern is apparent in Figure 5.10B, but the average CCS is shifted to reflect 
the preference for more compact conformers overall.  
The CIU profiles of K48-diUbq ions with a 9+ charge state are reported in 
Figure 5.6. As noted previously, highly chloride adducted K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions with a 
9+ charge state exhibit a preference for more compact conformers with a CCS of ~1500 
Å2. Upon collisional activation, the CIU heat maps suggest a distinct transition to a more 
extended conformer (~1780 Å2) observed of K48-diUbq9+ ions acquired from formic 
acid solution. Subsequent collisional activation results in sequential dissociation of 
chloride adducts and CIU that follows an overall similar gradual unfolding profile 
observed of K48-diUbq9+ ions as shown in Figure 5.10B, but shifted to lower average 
CCS representative of the preference for the more compact conformer populations. This 
same trend is observed of 10+, 11+ and 12+ ion populations.  
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5.3.4. CIU Suggests That the More Compact Conformers of Low Charge State K48-
diUbq(n-x)+ Ions are More Collapsed “Native-like” Conformers 
As noted previously, the CIU fingerprints of K48-linked diUbq ions and the other 
linkage types are distinctly different, which is shown in the form of weighted CCS 
centroid profiles in Figure 5.10C. The distinct transitions between intermediate 
conformers of K63-diUbqn+ ions are indicated by a distinctly different weighted CCS 
centroid profile as a large change in slope for intermediate collision energies. These 
K63-diUbq(n-x)+ weighted CCS centroid profiles are also distinctly different from those 
observed of K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions. We have previously reported that this unique CIU 
fingerprint is only observed when I44/I44 hydrophobic patch interactions are preserved 
(See Section 3). Overall, chloride adduction results in the preference for more compact 
conformers, and after collision induced depopulation of these compact conformers, the 
ions unfold in a similar manner to the K48-diUbqn+ ions through similar conformers. 
Interestingly, some of these intermediate conformers of K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions exhibit 
increased stabilities as evidenced by the weighted CCS centroid reaching some 
maximum and plateauing rather than further unfolding (see Figure 5.10). Therefore, we 
suggest that the ionic hydrogen bonds/salt bridges involving chloride adducts results in 
the preference for a more collapsed “native-like” conformer with very similar 
noncovalent interactions and that resists unfolding in the gas-phase. 
K48-linked diUbq exists in equilibrium between closed conformers exhibiting 
I44/I44 interactions and an “open” conformation exhibiting electrostatic interactions.34, 
37, 53 The I44 hydrophobic patch is surrounded by basic residues (K6, K11, R42, R72, 
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and H68), the protonation of which may result in coulombic repulsion and possible 
destabilization of I44/I44 hydrophobic patch interactions.34, 53 The recently reported 
noncovalent Ubq homodimer (ncUbq) has been suggested to exhibit similar interfacial 
interactions.61, 63, 97  Furthermore, using cryogenic ion mobility mass spectrometry (cryo-
IM-MS), Servage et al. determined that water plays a significant part in stabilization of 
ncUbq via occlusion of water from the hydrophobic interface as well as water-bridging 
the proximal basic side-chains to reduce the effects of coulombic repulsion.39  Here, 
chloride adduct ions may perform a similar function in forming salt-bridges/ionic 
hydrogen bonds bridging the basic residues in close proximity to the I44 hydrophobic 
patch and resulting in significant gas-phase stabilization of I44/I44 hydrophobic patch 
interactions. Castañada et al. report that K11-linked diUbq in high concentrations of 
NaCl exhibits more compact conformers wherein the Ubq subunits are reoriented with 
respect to conformers observed without the salt.137 It is therefore possible that the 
presence of chloride or even ammonium acetate in solution may induce a similar effect 
on K48-linked diUbq to populate the more compact conformers with a CCS of ~1500Å2. 
 
5.4. Conclusions 
We have previously reported the use of ESI-IM-MS and CIU to probe linkage 
dependent differences in quaternary structure; furthermore, we have reported that 
chloride adduction to monoUbq results in the preference for “native-like” conformers 
and resistance to gas-phase unfolding. Here we investigate the ability of chloride adduct 
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ions to increase the gas-phase stability of more “native-like” conformations of K48-
linked diUbq.  
The presence of HCl in solution containing K48-linked diUbq results in abundant 
ions of the type K48-[diUbq + nH + xCl](n-x)+ (i.e. K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions) and an overall 
increase in abundance of lower charge state ions. The IMS CCS profiles of these 
chloride adducted diUbq ions suggest retention of more compact conformers. The CCS 
values of these more compact conformers observed of 8+, 9+, and 10+ charge states of 
K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions are very similar to the CCS values of lower charge states K48-
diUbqn+ ions. In particular, chloride adducted K48-diUbq ions with charge states of 8+, 
9+, and to a lesser extent 10+ appears to induce preference for the conformational 
populations with CCSs of ~1500 Å2 and ~1780 Å2. The more compact ~1500 Å2 
conformer population of diUbq9+ ions has been previously attributed to an acid induced 
molten globule conformation (see Section 2);86 however, a conformational population 
with a similar CCS is also populated by diUbq7+ and diUbq8+ ions acquired from 
buffered solution. This suggests that the more compact conformers observed from HCl 
acidified solution may be “native-like” in conformation. 
As noted previously, the CIU fingerprint of K48-diUbqn+ ions is unique when 
compared to other diUbq ions due to the stabilization of the β-sheet subunit structure via 
I44/I44 hydrophobic patch interactions (see Section 3). From this understanding of the 
CIU of K48-diUbqn+ ions acquired from formic acid solution, we are able to show that 
not only is a more compact conformer observed of K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions, but also that 
these ions exhibit “native-like” noncovalent interactions. The lower charge states of 
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K48-diUbq(n-x)+ transition through conformers in a gradual manner similarly to those 
observed of K48-diUbqn+ ions, rather than the distinct transitions observed of diUbq 
with alternative interfacial interactions. Interestingly, en route to the gas-phase 
equilibrium conformers observed of K48-diUbqn+ ions, each K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ion reaches 
some intermediate conformer where collisional activation results not in unfolding in the 
gas-phase but instead in the dissociation of an additional Cl- adduct. This suggests that 
each K48-diUbq(n-x)+ has a unique gas-phase equilibrium conformation much lower in 
CCS than that observed of K48-diUbqn+ ions.  Finally, K48-diUbq(n-x)+ ions that have 
lost all Cl- adducts, i.e. K48-diUbq(n-0)+ ions require more collision energy to populate 
the most extended conformations than that required of K48-diUbqn+ from formic acid 
solution. This suggests that the dissociation of a Cl- adduct from K48-linked diUbq ions 
may result in the dissipation of collision-induced increases in the Eint, as noted by Han et 
al. for protein complexes.74-75  
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
6.1. Towards a Better Understanding of Polyubiquitin Structure 
Here we present evidence that ESI-IM-MS experiments alone lack the resolution 
necessary to differentiate the unique quaternary structures of different covalently-linked 
diubiquitin (diUbq) ions; however, CIU analysis produces unique unfolding fingerprints 
for each diUbq ion allowing for differentiation of these distinct quaternary structures. 
More specifically, the noncovalent intramolecular interactions of K48-linked diUbq are 
distinctly different as indicated by conformational broadening and gradual unfolding as 
opposed to the distinct unfolding intermediate conformational families observed of K6-, 
K11-, and K63-linked diUbq. We suggest that the interfacial interaction between K48-
linked diUbq subunits, i.e. I44/I44 hydrophobic patch interactions and noncovalent 
interactions between proximal basic residues, results in unique gas-phase stabilization 
against subunit unfolding and thus a more gradual transition to gas-phase equilibrium 
conformers. This observation is further affirmed by the distinct unfolding transitions 
observed of K48-linked diUbq upon solvent-induced denaturation, possibly due to 
disruption of the β-sheet structure containing the I44 hydrophobic patch.  
The CIU fingerprints shown for K6-, K11-, and K63-linked diUbq ions 
demonstrate that the gas-phase unfolding process proceeds through distinct 
conformational intermediates. Due to the complete inaccessibility of native K63-linked 
diUbq to form hydrophobic interfacial interactions, “closed” conformers of K63-linked 
diUbq reported by NMR experiments are shown with purely electrostatic interfacial 
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interactions.40, 55 The similarity between the CIU fingerprints of K6-, K11-, and K63-
linked diUbq ions could indicate that K6- and K11-linked diUbq form primarily 
electrostatic interfacial interactions. Furthermore, the differing collision energies 
necessary to induce unfolding for each linkage type may be evidence of different 
numbers of salt bridge/ionic hydrogen bonds. Alternatively, the I36 hydrophobic patch is 
not in a position to provide significant gas-phase stabilization of the Ubq subunits; 
therefore, any hydrophobic patch interaction involving the I36 patch (i.e. I36/I36 or 
I36/I44) would leave the weakly hydrogen bonded β-sheet of at least one subunit 
vulnerable to unfolding. Consequently, it is possible that the gradual unfolding pattern 
observed of K48-linked diUbq is unique.  
The CIU fingerprint of ncUbq is nearly identical to that observed of K48-linked 
diUbq ions; the observation that the other linkage types of diUbq ions demonstrate 
dramatically different unfolding patterns only solidifies the assumption that ncUbq has a 
very similar structure to the I44/I44 interfacial K48-linked diUbq. In addition, the 
depopulation of ncUbq prior to populating the most extended conformation of K48-
linked diUbq suggests that subunit interfacial interactions are only completely lost at this 
point. The stability of I44/I44 interactions with reference to proximal basic residues and 
the role of water have previously been alluded to by Servage et al. using cryo-IM-MS 
studies.63 The preference of ncUbq for I44/I44 subunit interfacial interactions suggests 
that this interface is preferred in solution, and perhaps that it is only the steric hindrance 
of the covalent tether that prevents K6-, K11-, and K63-linked diUbq from adopting a 
similar interface. Overall, these studies demonstrate the first step in the application of 
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ESI-IM-MS and CIU toward interrogating Ubq oligomer quaternary structures, but a 
large number of questions remain unanswered. This is particularly true of K6- and K11-
linked diUbq; even with CIU fingerprints, very few conclusions can be drawn 
concerning the structures of these molecules.  
6.1.1. MDS Simulated Theoretical CIU Structures 
Molecular dynamics simulations (MDS) have proven an effective 
complementary technique to IM-MS experiments in the pursuit of more detailed 
structural information.11-13 MDS can provide the means to monitor changes in 
structure/CCS as a function of temperature and thus mimic the CIU experiment.29, 72 
Thus a theoretical CIU map might be calculated from differing starting structures 
extracted from the Protein Data Bank and used to interrogate experimental CIU 
fingerprints. In particular, these studies would make further interrogation of the more 
biologically relevant longer, heterogeneous, or branched polyUbq structures more 
fruitful.  
6.1.2. Thermal Analysis of PolyUbq Solution-Phase Stability and Structural 
Transitions 
Using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), Morimoto et al. report that the 
thermal stability of polyUbq decreases as a function of chain length, the thermal stability 
is lower for K63-linked polyUbq vs. K48-linked polyUbq, and although monoUbq 
refolds upon cooling, thermal unfolding of polyUbq is irreversible which was attributed 
to the heat-induced formation of fibrils.138 Similarly, recent investigations have 
determined that of metal ions, Cu(II) uniquely influences monoUbq thermal stability139 
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and induces Ubq aggregation.140 Cong et al.141 and El-Baba et al.142  have recently 
developed solution-phase temperature control units for interface with ESI-IM-MS 
measurements. Of particular note, El-Baba et al. demonstrate the use of solution-phase 
unfolding analysis to probe the thermal denaturation of Ubq.142  Thermal analysis of Ubq 
using ESI-IM-MS resulted in a distinct transition in average charge state indicative of 
the transition from a folded to a denatured state such that the thermal unfolding 
temperature is found in good agreement with the literature; furthermore, IM-MS analysis 
revealed unique denatured states.142 Solution-phase thermal denaturation, followed by 
ESI-IM-MS provides a means to interrogate the relative stability of each of the linkage 
types of diUbq as well as probe any conformational changes induced by thermal 
denaturation prior to large scale aggregation.  Furthermore, similar thermal denaturation 
analyses could provide insight into the structural effects of Cu(II) binding to monoUbq, 
as well as interrogate the interfacial interactions of early low mass aggregates. 
 
6.2. Towards a Better Understanding of Protein-Salt Interactions: The Pursuit of 
Hofmeister Effects 
The Hofmeister series is the ordering of cations and anions based upon their 
ability to “salt in” or “salt out” a protein. The mechanism(s) of these effects is still oft 
debated, but generally is attributed to either direct interaction of the ions with the 
protein, perturbation of water structure, or a combination thereof.112-117 Anions tend to 
have the strongest influence on protein structure owing to their high affinity for the 
protein backbone.112, 116-118 In particular, the halide motif, i.e. “the interaction motif of a 
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non-bonded halogen ion with two or more electrophiles simultaneously,” is relatively 
prolific throughout the PDB.119 Here, we have presented evidence that chloride 
adduction results in an increase in gas-phase stability of more compact conformers of 
both monoUbq and K48-linked diUbq. Chloride ions are capable of a multitude of 
simultaneous direct interactions with basic side-chains, polar side-chains, and backbone 
moieties. Therefore, we posit that the chloride adducts participate in a network of 
coordinated ionic hydrogen bonds and salt-bridges, thus linking the protein backbone 
and inducing resistance to gas-phase unfolding. Furthermore, we report that the lower 
average charge states of K48-linked diUbq ions acquired from HCl solution than those 
acquired from formic acid and the remarkably similar CIU fingerprints suggest not only 
the preference for more compact conformers, but also a higher retention of more “native-
like” non-covalent interactions.  
6.2.1. The Effects of Salt on PolyUbq Solution-Phase Structures 
Castañada et al. report that K11-linked diUbq in high concentrations of NaCl 
exhibits more compact conformers wherein the Ubq subunits are reoriented with respect 
to conformers observed without the salt.137 It is therefore possible that the presence of 
chloride in solution may induce a similar effect on K48-linked diUbq resulting in the  
population of the more compact conformer population with a CCS of ~1500Å2. A 
similar study using K11-linked diUbq could clarify whether a salt-induced more 
compact solution-phase conformer is being observed, or the preservation of more 
“native-like” conformers via resistance to gas-phase unfolding. Furthermore, heat-
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controlled ESI-IM-MS experiments could directly probe the influence of HCl or other 
salts on the thermal stability of the various diUbq ions. 
6.2.2. The Effect of Halide Adduction on MonoUbq Gas-Phase Stability 
The studies presented in this thesis have focused on the use of chloride adduction 
for gas-phase stabilization of Ubq. Han et al. used a range of anions for the gas-phase 
stabilization of protein complexes; chloride was adept at stabilizing the protein complex, 
whereas the presence of iodide had little to no stabilizing effect on the protein 
complex.143 Interestingly, Merenbloom et al. did not observe chloride adducts, but did 
note that monoUbq ions with large numbers of iodide adducts exhibited a more compact 
conformer than the elongated conformers observed without adducts.73 However, these 
studies do little to clarify under what conditions and to what extent does iodide stabilize 
or destabilize protein structure both in solution and in the gas-phase. The Hofmeister 
series orders the halides as F- < Cl- < Br- < I- largely due to their differing charge 
densities. The smaller halides with high charge density on the left tend to contribute to 
the ordering of water molecules and “salt-out” proteins, i.e. are more kosmotropic, 
whereas those to the larger halides with much more diffuse charge tend to disrupt water 
structure/ordering and “salt-in” proteins , i.e. are more chaotropic. 144 Furthermore, the 
halides differ in their binding affinities for the different basic residues as well as the site 
of interaction; for example, iodide and bromide tend to exhibit more interactions with 
nonpolar moieties and different backbone coordination propensities than fluoride or 
chloride. 
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Abundant ions of the type [M + nH + xX](n-x)+ are observed in the ESI-MS mass 
spectra of monoUbq acquired from 10mM HCl, HBr, and HI solutions (see Figure 6.1 in 
black, red, and blue, respectively). The numbers of observed anion adducts increases in 
the order of Cl- < Br- < I-; note that fluoride is not observed as an adduct ion. Kim et al. 
have reported MDS simulations demonstrating the behavior of chloride in an ESI droplet 
containing HCl and the small amphipathic peptide substance P.70 Because chloride ions 
have a relatively high affinity for water, the chloride ions remain associated with water 
and few leave the droplet through fission events. In the final stages of desolvation, the 
remaining chloride anions cluster around the basic residues of the peptide and participate  
 
 
 
Figure 6.1. Selected regions of the ESI mass spectra of HCl (black), HBr (red), and HI 
(blue) acidified ubiquitin showing 5 – 8+ ions (from left to right) where a distribution of 
[Ubq + nH + xX](n-x)+ ions are observed. Note that the x-axis has been adjusted to show 
the number of halide adducts (x) rather than m/z for ease of comparison. 
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Figure 6.2. CCS profiles of [Ubq + nH + xX](n-x)+ ions acquired with minimal collision 
energy and 1000-fold excess of HCl (black), HBr (blue) and HI (red). The notation to the 
left of each CCS profile denotes the values of n and x of the selected ion population (as 
n-x). The CCS profiles of A through D correspond to ubiquitin ions where the total 
charges are 5+, 6+, 7+, and 8+, respectively. Note that the % relative abundance of each 
CCS profile is scaled according to the relative abundance of said ion to the other adduct 
ions of the same charge state. For example, the [Ubq + 9H + 4Cl]5+ ion is the most 
abundant of the [Ubq + nH + xCl]5+ ion population and as such is scaled to 100% 
relative abundance. 
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of intermolecular charge solvation. Bromide and iodide have relatively low water 
affinities which may suggest the preference to directly bind to the protein as opposed to 
being fully hydrated or may drive their migration to the surface of the droplet.145 The 
increased abundance of bromide and iodide adducts suggests that the decreased water 
affinity of these anions drives their association with the protein within the droplet. 
As noted previously for chloride adducted monoUbq ions, the CCS profiles of 
highly adducted [Ubq + nH + xX](n-x)+ ions acquired with minimal collision energy from 
HBr and HI solution suggests an increased preference for more compact conformers 
(See Figure 6.2). These compact conformers are shifted slightly to larger CCS values, 
which could indicate a change in conformation or a general increase in size induced by 
the addition of eight relatively large iodide or bromide ions. Interestingly, more bromide 
and iodide adducts are required to induce a similar preference for compact conformers as 
that observed for chloride adduction, i.e. seven bromide and seven iodide adducts are 
necessary to completely depopulate the intermediate conformation of 6+ Ubq ions, but 
only four chloride induces a similar preference. 
A compilation of collisional activation results for chloride, bromide, and iodide 
adducted ubiquitin ions with a total charge of 5+ and 6+ are shown in Figure 6.3 and 
Figure 6.4, respectively (see Section 5 for details concerning data analysis, CIU heat 
maps are shown in Appendix B). Interestingly, the most extended gas-phase equilibrium 
conformations are only observed upon complete dissociation of all halide adducts. 
Chloride adducted monoUbq ions follow a similar unfolding trajectory as that observed  
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Figure 6.3. Collisional activation of 5+ adduct ion populations. (A-C) Relative 
abundance of each [Ubq + nH + xX]5+ adduct and (D-F) calculated weighted CCS 
centroid values as a function of center-of-mass frame collision energy where the adduct 
anions (X) are Cl-, Br-, and I- (left to right, respectively). Note that the % relative 
abundance of each ion population is scaled according to the abundance of the other 
adduct ions of the same charge state such that the sum of all [Ubq + nH + xX]5+ ions of 
each charge and at each collision energy is 100%. Background color coding denotes the 
transition from >50% C conformer ions (blue) to >50% I conformer ions (green). 
 
of unadducted monoUbq ions (See the [M + 5H]5+ ion unfolding pattern acquired from 
HCl containing solution in Figure 6.3D and the unfolding pattern of [M + 6H]6+ ions 
acquired from 0.1% formic acid solution shown in Figure 6.4D), but with increased 
preference for more compact conformers despite collisional activation. The bromide and 
iodide adducted monoUbq ions instead appear to reach some gas-phase equilibrium 
conformer that is stabilized across a range of collision energies; unfolding of this 
conformer is not observed without dissociation of an additional bromide or iodide 
adduct. This could be a similar effect to that proposed by Bartman et al. wherein 
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collisional activation of ion adducted protein results in structural inversion to an 
alternative gas-phase structure.136 Overall these results show that chloride, bromide, and 
iodide adduction induce gas-phase stabilization of the target protein; however, further 
analysis is necessary to comment on the actual structure of these ions. Toward that end, 
additional analysis using K48-linked diUbq ions similar to that reported in Section 5 
could shed more light on the effect of bromide and iodide adducts on protein structure. 
 
 
Figure 6.4. Collisional activation of 6+ adduct ion populations. (A-C) Relative 
abundance of each [Ubq + nH + xX]6+ adduct and (D-F) calculated weighted CCS 
centroid values as a function of center-of-mass frame collision energy where the adduct 
anions (X) are Cl-, Br-, and I- (left to right, respectively). Note that the % relative 
abundance of each ion population is scaled according to the abundance of the other 
adduct ions of the same charge state such that the sum of all [Ubq + nH + xX]6+ ions of 
each charge and at each collision energy is 100%. The calculated weighted CCS centroid 
values of the [Ubq + 6H]6+ ion population acquired from 0.1% formic acid as a function 
of center-of-mass frame collision energy is shown for comparison (open circle, black 
dash). Background color coding denotes the transition from >50% C conformer ions 
(blue) to >50% I conformer ions (green), and to >50% E conformer ions (red). 
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6.2.3. Using ESI-IM-MS and Thermal Analysis to Gain Insight into “Salting-in” and 
“Salting-out” Processes 
Overall, the work presented here provides insight into the effect of halide 
adduction on gas-phase protein structure and stability; however, these studies provide 
little insight into the effect of halides on protein solution-phase structure, i.e. Hofmeister 
effects. It has been previously shown using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) that 
chloride binding induces significant thermal stabilization of monoUbq.123 A similar 
study monitored the secondary structural changes induced by thermal denaturation using 
circular dichroism in the presence of various salts.146 The previously noted thermal 
analysis ESI-IM-MS experiment142 provides the means to expand this analysis to both 
other salts and polyUbq ions, wherein ESI-IM-MS could be used to probe more global 
structural changes.  
Here a preliminary analysis of the solution-phase heat-induced unfolding of 
monoUbq in formic acid and hydrochloric acid solutions is presented. Thermal control 
was established using a simple “coffee cup apparatus” wherein the capillary containing 
the sample was submerged within a coffee cup containing various temperatures of water 
in-line with the ESI source. The resulting full ESI mass spectra are shown in Figure 6.5 
and Figure 6.6 for formic acid and HCl containing solutions, respectively. The influence 
of solution temperature on charge state is observed similar to that of El-Baba et al.142; 
however, the CCS profiles of each ion population was identical to those acquired 
without solution-phase heating, suggesting that the Waters Synapt G2 HDMS instrument 
lacks the resolution to identify the heat-induced conformers noted. Figure 6.7 shows the 
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calculated average charge state of ions acquired from each temperature and using both 
solutions conditions (note that the abundance of each ion was calculated from the area of 
the ion’s CCS profile; chloride adduct ions were included in the average charge state 
calculation based upon their total charge).  
The average charge state of Ubq ions acquired from formic acid and HCl solution 
at 2°C is ~7.4 and ~7.6, respectively, suggesting that Ubq ions electrosprayed from HCl  
 
 
Figure 6.5. Full mass spectra of ubiquitin ions acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% formic 
acid at various solution temperatures. 
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solution may contain a higher population of denatured conformers; however, the average 
charge state of monoUbq ions incubated at ~85°C in formic acid solution is relatively 
higher than the average charge state observed at the same temperature from HCl 
solution. In fact, the average charge state of monoUbq acquired from HCl solution 
changes relatively little despite the large fluctuation in solution temperature. The large 
number of low charge states remaining for both solution conditions at 85°C suggests that  
 
 
Figure 6.6. Full mass spectra of ubiquitin ions acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% 
hydrochloric acid at various solution temperatures. 
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the thermal denaturation of monoUbq in both solution conditions is incomplete, but it is 
apparent that the unfolding transition temperature for monoUbq acquired from HCl 
solution will be higher than that observed from formic acid solution. More precise 
analysis concerning the effects of chloride and other ionic solutes on the solution-phase 
thermal denaturation of proteins as observed through changes in average ESI-MS charge 
state and possible changes in ESI-IM-MS CCS profiles could provide new insight into 
the “salting in” and “salting out” effects observed for Hofmeister salts. A particularly 
interesting study would probe the influence of ammonium acetate, the most common 
ESI-MS buffer for native MS analyses, and other buffers on the solution-phase stability 
of various proteins. 
 
 
Figure 6.7. Calculated average charge states of ubiquitin ions acquired from 99.9% 
water and either 0.1% formic acid (black) or 0.1% hydrochloric acid (red). 
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Figure A.1 Stacked CCS profiles after varying degrees of collisional activation 
(collision voltage was 5-45V in 5V increments) for 9 – 11+ charge states (left to right) of 
protonated K6- (black), K11- (red), K48- (blue) and K63- (green) linked diUbq acquired 
from 99.9% water/0.1% formic acid.  
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Figure A.2. Stacked CCS profiles after varying degrees of collisional activation 
(collision voltage was 5-45V in 5V increments) for 12 – 14+ charge states (left to right) 
of protonated K6- (black), K11- (red), K48- (blue) and K63- (green) linked diUbq 
acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% formic acid. 
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Figure A.3. Stacked CCS profiles after varying degrees of collisional activation 
(collision voltage was 5-45V in 5V increments) for 9 – 11+ charge states (left to right) of 
protonated K6- (black), K11- (red), K48- (blue) and K63- (green) linked diUbq acquired 
from 49.9% water/50% methanol/0.1% formic acid. 
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Figure A.4. Stacked CCS profiles after varying degrees of collisional activation 
(collision voltage was 5-45V in 5V increments) for 12 – 14+ charge states (left to right) 
of protonated K6- (black), K11- (red), K48- (blue) and K63- (green) linked diUbq 
acquired from 49.9% water/50% methanol/0.1% formic acid. 
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Figure A.5. Difference plots acquired using CIUSuite where K11-, K48-, and K63-
linked diUbq ion CIU profiles (blue) are subtracted from K6-linked diUbq ion CIU 
profiles (red). The CIU profiles were acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% formic acid. 
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Figure A.6. Difference plots acquired using CIUSuite where K6-, K48-, and K63-linked 
diUbq ion CIU profiles (blue) are subtracted from K11-linked diUbq ion CIU profiles 
(red). The CIU profiles were acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% formic acid. 
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Figure A.7. Difference plots acquired using CIUSuite where K6-, K11-, and K63-linked 
diUbq ion CIU profiles (blue) are subtracted from K48-linked diUbq ion CIU profiles 
(red). The CIU profiles were acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% formic acid. 
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Figure A.8. Difference plots acquired using CIUSuite where K6-, K11-, and K48-linked 
diUbq ion CIU profiles (blue) are subtracted from K63-linked diUbq ion CIU profiles 
(red). The CIU profiles were acquired from 99.9% water/0.1% formic acid. 
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Table A.1. RMSD values comparing the CIU heat maps of each linkage type acquired 
from 99.9% water and 0.1% formic acid where the charge state is 9-13+ (A-E, 
respectively) determined using the compare function of CIUSuite. 
  
A) K6 K11 K48 K63 
K6 -- 7.63511 17.6889 12.1854 
K11 7.63511 -- 16.4435 11.0331 
K48 17.6889 16.4435 -- 15.3618 
K63 12.1854 11.0331 15.3618 -- 
     
B) K6 K11 K48 K63 
K6 -- 16.3807 27.0205 33.8335 
K11 16.3807 -- 16.3053 25.1512 
K48 27.0205 16.3053 -- 20.2881 
K63 33.8335 25.1512 28.2625 -- 
     
C) K6 K11 K48 K63 
K6 -- 20.8333 35.7486 24.2159 
K11 20.8333 -- 33.9711 21.4117 
K48 35.7486 33.9711 -- 35.8188 
K63 24.2159 21.4117 35.8188 -- 
     
D) K6 K11 K48 K63 
K6 -- 19.6005 44.6714 19.8442 
K11 19.6005 -- 44.4018 18.8066 
K48 44.6714 44.4018 -- 39.3972 
K63 19.8442 18.8066 39.3972 -- 
     
E) K6 K11 K48 K63 
K6 -- 23.2105 51.1201 28.9788 
K11 23.2105 -- 50.7267 25.0742 
K48 51.1201 50.7267 -- 39.2652 
K63 28.9788 25.0742 39.2652 -- 
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Table A.2. RMSD values comparing the CIU heat maps acquired from 99.9% 
water/0.1% formic acid and 50% methanol/49.9% water/0.1% formic acid conditions for 
each linkage type and charge state. 
  
 9+ 10+ 11+ 12+ 13+ 
K6 15.4925 19.5302 16.5448 20.843 25.5902 
K11 17.561 17.82 16.0994 23.8314 28.0258 
K48 25.6599 20.2881 21.6354 19.3996 15.4605 
K63 20.5176 19.2573 19.148 13.5917 26.3195 
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Figure B.1. CIU heat maps of all [Ubq + nH + xX]5+ ions where the anion adducts are 
Cl-, Br- and I- from left to right, respectively. Each heat map is labeled according to their 
n and x values (n-x). 
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Figure B.2. CIU heat maps of all [Ubq + nH + xX]6+ ions where the anion adducts are 
Cl-, Br- and I- from left to right, respectively. Each heat map is labeled according to their 
n and x values (n-x).   
 
